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Developing confidence in the quality of software is an increasingly difficult

problem. As the complexity and integration of software systems increases, the tools

and techniques used to perform quality assurance (QA) tasks must evolve with

them. To date, several quality assurance tools have been developed to help ensure

of quality in modern software, but there are still several limitations to be overcome.

Among the challenges faced by current QA tools are (1) increased use of distributed

software solutions, (2) limited test resources and constrained time schedules and (3)

difficult to replicate and possibly rarely occurring failures. While existing distributed

continuous quality assurance (DCQA) tools and techniques, including our own Skoll

project, begin to address these issues, new and novel approaches are needed to

address these challenges. This dissertation explores three strategies to do this.

First, I present an improved version of our Skoll distributed quality assur-

ance system. Skoll provides a platform for executing sophisticated, long-running

QA processes across a large number of distributed, heterogeneous computing nodes.

This dissertation details changes to Skoll resulting in a more robust, configurable,



and user-friendly implementation for both the client and server components. Ad-

ditionally, this dissertation details infrastructure development done to support the

evaluation of DCQA processes using Skoll – specifically the design and deployment

of a dedicated 120-node computing cluster for evaluating DCQA practices. The

techniques and case studies presented in the latter parts of this work leveraged the

improvements to Skoll as their testbed.

Second, I present techniques for automatically classifying test execution out-

comes based on an adaptive-sampling classification technique along with a case study

on the Java Architecture for Bytecode Analysis (JABA) system. One common need

for these techniques is the ability to distinguish test execution outcomes (e.g., to

collect only data corresponding to some behavior or to determine how often and un-

der which conditions a specific behavior occurs). Most current approaches, however,

do not perform any kind of classification of remote executions and either focus on

easily observable behaviors (e.g., crashes) or assume that outcomes’ classifications

are externally provided (e.g., by the users). In this work, I present an empirical

study on JABA where we automatically classified execution data into passing and

failing behaviors using adaptive association trees.

Finally, I present a long-term case study of the highly-configurable MySQL

open-source project. Exhaustive testing of real-world software systems can involve

configuration spaces that are too large to test exhaustively, but that nonetheless

contain subtle interactions that lead to failure-inducing system faults. In the lit-

erature covering arrays, in combination with classification techniques, have been

used to effectively sample these large configuration spaces and to detect problem-



atic configuration dependencies. Applying this approach in practice, however, is

tricky because testing time and resource availability are unpredictable. Therefore

we developed and evaluated an alternative approach that incrementally builds cov-

ering array schedules. This approach begins at a low strength, and then iteratively

increases strength as resources allow reusing previous test results to avoid dupli-

cated effort. The results are test schedules that allow for successful classification

with fewer test executions and that require less test-subject specific information to

develop.
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Foreword

Portions of this dissertation are derived from research and papers co-authored

by the candidate and published elsewhere. Chapter 3 is based on Techniques

for Classifying Executions of Deployed Software to Support Software Engineering

Tasks [42] and Low Overhead Classification of Deployed Software Executions [38].

Chapter 4 includes text and diagrams from Incremental Covering Arrays Failure

Characterization: a detailed case study [36].
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As software systems become increasingly complex, software quality assurance

techniques must keep pace. Unfortunately, this is not the case. Software complexi-

ties that are not well-handled by current techniques include:

• operating system versions, dynamic libraries, third party components, and

network dependencies cause distinct runtime execution profiles

• cross-platform requirements, security, and performance needs dictate a variety

of compilation and runtime options.

• hardware differences effect the system as a whole

• market competition and customer needs force increased functionality (and

shorter development cycles)

All these contribute to the increasing complexity and pace of software develop-

ment; rendering software testing more important than ever. But quality assurance

techniques have not kept pace with the increase in software complexity.

Many existing QA processes are static and do not make good use of testing

resources; continuously testing a small number of fixed points in the configuration

space, regardless of whether this testing uncovers faults. There is little point in

continuously running tests that give little or no information about the system as
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it evolves; yet that is just what many QA processes do, repeating the same test

schedules day after day. Static testing techniques that run the same tests over and

over on a small subset of the possible system configurations aren’t good uses of QA

resources and time. To effectively test contemporary software, quality assurance

tools and techniques have to be adaptive – to dynamically change according to the

scope and schedule of the software system under development.

Consider for example, a typical web server. These systems can contain numer-

ous compile- and run-time options for configuring OS dependent code: the maxi-

mum number of concurrent connections, which commands are enabled, and so on.

Each specific configuration might bring with it unique features, flaws, performance

profiles and constraints. The full configuration space of the web server is the ex-

ponentially large cross-product of all possible option settings of each component in

the server system. Given n configuration options each with kn settings, the con-

figuration space is the N-dimensional set of possible configurations for the system

–configSpace(k1, .., kn). Any point in that space represents a single, testable, con-

figuration of the software. Since any one of these configurations might be used in the

field, software testing processes increasingly focuses on discovering subtle interac-

tion failures; failures due to specific combinations of option settings. To completely

test a software system, the test process would ideally consider each possible instance

or setting of each component of the system – effectively testing every possible con-

figuration that might occur. The combinatorial explosion of configuration options

available presents an insurmountable obstacle for in-house QA efforts. Furthermore,

market forces and cost-cutting measures focused on driving profit provide increas-
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ingly less time and physical resources for effective QA.

Given the large numbers of configurations possible and the pressure to release

new versions of software, exhaustive testing is realistically impossible. Therefore,

software developers usually limit their testing efforts to a relatively small portion

of the configuration space. Historically, this has been done by: testing just a small

set of default or popular configurations, randomly choosing some subset of configu-

rations for testing, or choosing test configurations based on developer intuition and

experience. While all of these methods can find flaws in a software system, they

exhibit low or possibly poor test diversity; this is problematic for several reasons.

First, they cover a limited – perhaps biased – sub-space of possible system config-

urations. Second, unless the test configurations are updated over time, testing will

continue in already debugged configurations while leaving large sections of the con-

figuration space unexplored. Finally, while some software failures are obvious and

easily found, some bugs only occur under rare combinations of conditions or with

very low frequency. Fixing these bugs can be difficult, if only because replicating

them in a controlled manner is difficult. Quality assurance processes with poor test

diversity may never isolate these faults, instead focussing on repeatedly searching

for bugs in the same, well-tested, parts of a software system.

My thesis is that we could improve test diversity by applying techniques that

dynamically adapt based on existing test results. Specifically, my research has ap-

plied adaptation in three ways, at the tool level, in generating sampling models, and

finally for test scheduling. My initial work focussed on revamping the existing Skoll

test infrastructure to support adaptive strategies and adding scalability and robust-
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ness to the architecture. I then used Skoll as a testbed for applying adaptation to

the generation of sampling models for execution data. Finally, a similar dynamic

approach was used to generate test schedules for an automated QA process where

a number of variables, including the complexity of configuration interactions and

available QA resources, could not be predicted ahead of time a priori and might

vary significantly over time.

1.0.1 Skoll DCQA System

Fundamentally, the challenge facing any QA effort is the scope of modern

software; as systems grow in size and complexity the set of parameters affecting the

correct functioning of the softwares grows exponentially. Each underlying parame-

ter: system architecture, compilation options, run-time settings, host configuration,

and user preferences multiplies the size of the testing problem. Conceptually, we can

view any possible configuration of a software system with n parameters as a point

within an n-dimensional space. Consequently, the QA process amounts to a search

of the n-dimensional parameter space, hunting for those particular points (config-

urations) that contain bugs. Historically, that search was performed in an ad-hoc,

brute force fashion, proceeding through that conceptual space in a, hopefully, orga-

nized manner. But modern systems are growing faster than in-house QA teams can

successfully search the parameter space; new versions of programs ship with only a

fraction of the potential parameter space searched, and commensurately few errors

found. Indeed, many projects ship without clear knowledge of the amount of test-
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ing completed relative the scope of the possible QA effort. Distributed continuous

quality assurance (DCQA) in general, and Skoll in particular, attempt to address

the problem of scale in the QA process by taking a divide and conquer approach

to searching the parameter space. These tools utilize the power of distributed com-

puting to methodically partition the software parameter space and search for faults.

But even still it is apparent a brute force search of an application’s entire parameter

space is to large for the time between (increasingly short) product cycles.

Yilmaz et al. [84] explored this general approach to support fault characteri-

zation of large-scale configurable systems. In that work, covering arrays were used

to generate test schedules. Those schedules were executed in parallel across a grid

of computers, results returned to central servers, and discovered failures automati-

cally classified to help developers find their underlying causes. The overall process

was managed by the Skoll system [61] – a distributed continuous quality assurance

(DCQA) environment that allows for highly parallel execution of QA processes. The

results suggested that the covering array test schedules produced better classifica-

tion models than equivalently-sized random samples and that the process scaled

reasonably well to large configuration spaces.

Chapter 2 details cross-cutting infrastructure development to support the QA

strategies presented herein. The existing Skoll framework provided mechanisms

for adaptive testing, but did not address scalability, flexibility or the ease of use

requirements for deploying a DCQA process in large-scale, real-world environments.

The changes made leverage external tools to provide low-level services, while refining

Skoll’s approach to QA tasks as a whole; increasing the capacity, capability, and
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flexibility of Skoll as a whole.

With a viable testbed for further research completed, our emphasis shifted,

from providing more computational cycles for quality assurance ,to tools that at-

tempt to reduce the size of the problem space through the use of adaptive techniques.

Adaptive techniques reduce the size of the parameter space by identifying and fo-

cussing QA effort on portions of the space that illuminate failures in the system

– parts of the parameter space that don’t help identify bugs are given decreased

importance.

1.0.2 Adaptive Sampling Association Trees

There is increasing interest in research related to the remote analysis and

measurement of software systems (RAMSS) [12, 13, 34, 39, 54, 58, 62, 66, 68, 70,

72, 85]. In general, these approaches instrument numerous instances of a software

system, each in possibly different ways, and distribute the instrumented instances

to a large number of remote users. As the instances run, they collect execution

data and send them to one or more collection sites. The data are then analyzed to

better understand the system’s in-the-field behavior. RAMSS techniques typically

collect different kinds of data and use different analyses to achieve specific software

engineering goals. One characteristic common to many of these techniques is a

need to distinguish execution outcomes; there are many scenarios in which this

information is useful. A first example is remote analyses that use information from

the field to direct debugging effort and need to know whether that information
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comes from a successful or failing execution (e.g., [58, 67]). A second example is self-

managing applications that reconfigure themselves when performance is degrading

and so must be able to determine when the system has entered a problematic state.

Knowing the outcomes of remote executions would also be useful in the nowadays

common situation of software systems released with known problems (e.g., for the

aforementioned time-to-market considerations). Being able to automatically identify

specific problematic behaviors as soon as these systems are deployed allows for

tasks such as measuring how often specific problems occur (e.g., to prioritize the

debugging effort) and gathering detailed information about likely causes of problems

in a selective way (e.g., by using the behavioral models to aid in diagnosing problem

causes and location). Finally, automatic outcome classification can also be used in-

house, in place of expensive test oracles, for newly generated test cases once enough

have been (manually) classified.

Chapter 3 presents our approach to address this problem using statistical learn-

ing algorithms to adaptively model and predict execution outcomes based on exe-

cution data, that is, data collected at runtime. More specifically, the techniques

build behavioral models by analyzing execution data collected from one or more

program instances (e.g., by executing test cases in-house or in the field or by exam-

ining fielded program instances under user control). Developers then either analyze

the models directly (e.g., for fault localization) or use the models to gather further

information from other program instances. In the latter case, they lightly instru-

ment numerous instances of the software (i.e., the instrumentation captures only

the small subset of execution data referenced by the behavioral model); which are
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then sent to end users who run them. As the instances run, the collected execution

data is fed to the previously built model to predict whether the current run is likely

to be a passing or failing execution. We implemented and evaluated a technique

called adaptive sampling association trees; this approach can build accurate classifi-

cation models, while incurring substantially less overhead than existing techniques.

With this approach individual program instances sparsely sample a set of potential

measurements. Initially, the sampling weights are uniform, but over time they are

adapted to favor useful measurements with the lowest overhead. Our goal, there-

fore, is to maximize the information content of the collected data while minimizing

the performance penalty, dynamically selecting instrumentation to optimize our QA

process.

1.0.3 Incremental Covering Arrays

Finally, Chapter 4 returns to the original work that motivated updates to

the Skoll system and addresses the issues with that approach. One approach for

testing large configuration spaces involves using a sampling strategy derived from

mathematical objects called covering arrays [24, 28, 49]. This approach generates a

test schedule that satisfies specific coverage metrics, that of testing all t-way com-

binations of the configuration options. Covering arrays, however, while promising,

have several limitations. First, covering arrays depend on developer insight to select

the key sampling parameters; in order to reliably classify faults that are caused by

t configuration options, samples must be built that test all t-way combinations of
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these options. This means the tester must know a priori what strength—value of

t—to use. If t is set too large, resources will be wasted executing long test sched-

ules; while selecting t to be too small may result in poor classification results. Since

systems often have multiple failures with different causes, either – or even both – of

these situations is virtually guaranteed. Second, because it is not generally possible

to use a portion of a t-way covering array to reliably classify faults caused by fewer

than t options, developers must run the covering array as a unit, waiting until all

tests have been run before classification can start. In this situation, there is no way

to ensure that faults are found and classified as early as possible. Third, as testing

continues, each covering array schedule is generated independently from all others.

There is no mechanism to exploit configurations that have already been tested in

previous covering array schedules. This approach often runs more tests than neces-

sary, incorrectly correlates failures with configuration parameters, duplicates work,

and suffers delays in reporting classification information.

To deal with this limitations we developed a new approach called incremental

covering arrays. The key feature of our redesigned approach is that it efficiently

creates multiple strength covering array test schedules. It begins by building a low

strength covering array, testing the indicated configurations, doing automatic failure

classification, and providing classification results to developers. It then uses incre-

mentally stronger covering arrays as time and testing resources allow. A central

tactic of this approach is to lower the cost of incremental execution by carefully

reusing results from earlier test runs. It thereby dynamically adapts to provide

the best classification data possible with the available time and QA resources. To-
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gether these tools and process form the basis for my on-going research in adaptive

techniques for quality assurance.
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Chapter 2

Skoll DCQA System

The bulk of the new code implementation in my research has focused on evolv-

ing the Skoll DCQA system into a reliable, easily configurable, and user-friendly QA

system suitable for wide-spread deployment in real-world QA environments. To pro-

vide a context for the work already completed and it’s relationship to prior work,

this chapter starts with an overview of Skoll QA process and introduction to the

previous version of the system. I then detail revisions to the Skoll system as well

as the design and deployment of the dedicated Skoll QA cluster. Finally, I present

information on several QA targets tested using the current system with an em-

phasis on our high-level research goals for the Skoll project, the practical design

decisions that guided the development of the system, and lessons learned through

the implementation of the QA process.

2.1 Overview

The Skoll project was designed to provide tools for the coordination and control

of effective, quality assurance processes. Specifically, Skoll aims to intelligently direct

Internet computer resources in a distributed and continuous manner to significantly

and rapidly improve software quality. Designed as a quality assurance system to be

deployed across geographical locations and business organizations, Skoll provides a
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set of tools, policies, and practices for distributed, continuous quality assurance.

Skoll is based on a client/server model meant to be distributed across a wide

variety of heterogeneous platforms and host operating systems. Skoll servers are re-

sponsible for planning, coordination, and results processing for QA tasks. Meanwhile

the client performs individual QA sub-tasks under the direction of Skoll servers, in-

cluding downloading, building, and testing applications. The interaction between a

Skoll client and server is best expressed via a brief example QA processing task.

First, a Skoll client sends a QA job request to the server. A Skoll server

then selects an appropriate project and test configuration based on client capability,

task availability, and QA scheduling requirements. Additionally, the specific QA

configuration within the server provides a set of constraints on the configuration

options to be applied to limit the selection of QA task to valid configurations. Once

a particular configuration has been selected, the resulting QA job is sent to the

client for execution. The Skoll client then applies any locally-defined constraints

(e.g. time, permission, security, etc.) to the QA job sent by the server; resulting in

a final set of QA sub-tasks that the client executes. Once execution is completed,

the client sends any job results and logs back to the server for analysis and storage.

While this basic operational overview of Skoll has remained consistent between

the previous and current implementations of Skoll several important improvements

to the system have been made to increase the flexibility of the system. A brief

introduction to the previous work is warranted to serve as background to the changes

implemented.
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2.2 Previous Work

The initial implementation of Skoll was primarily devised as a feasibility study

for a new DCQA process and, as such, was designed and implemented in a fairly

rigid manner. The system existed primarily as a single server process that dispatched

commands to a QA-target specific client application. The result was that, while Skoll

worked within the confines of a small research environment, deploying it across large

numbers external clients would have been problematic. Additionally, each new QA

target required a substantially different, customized Skoll client which limited the

installed base of client hosts.

2.2.1 Server

The initial server was implemented as several hundred lines of Perl organized in

a modular fashion, but comprising a single runtime process. Specifically, the server

contained modules for: handling parsing and generating XML messages, managing

client registration and generation, management of QA task configuration informa-

tion, an intelligent steering agent (ISA), and results processing and visualization.

While all the functionality is necessary, the overall monolithic nature of the resulting

server code was sub-optimal. The server was limited because:

• it only supported a single thread of execution

• changes to the QA configuration required a restart of all the server subsystems

• a separate server instance (and network configuration) were required for each
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QA subject

• it constituted a single point of failure for the entire backend system

• the Skoll server implemented no security for the data or QA processes

One issue of specific concern in our use of Skoll for adaptive testing (a feature

that the intelligent steering agent was meant to facilitate) was the need to restart

the server after configuration changes. In our initial field tests using Skoll it became

evident that the ability to modify the test configuration was critical to our ability

to implement some adaptive policies. While in practice hard resets of the server

are not a problem, the distributed and continuous nature of our testing meant that

each restart wiped out all state information about any test client actively running

QA processes. While the data lost by this process would have been on (as of now)

previous versions of the QA subject, that data might still prove useful for debugging

purposes. Allowing for frequent shifts in configuration as well as QA process, without

resetting the server process each time, would be the single biggest improvement to

enable adaptive testing using Skoll. While it might have been possible to retrofit

fixes for the restart problem, as well as the majority of the other issues, into the

existing codebase, starting with a new system architected from the ground up to

support a larger variety of projects seemed to be the best course of action.

2.2.2 Client

The Skoll client followed a similar design to the server. Created using a couple

hundred lines of Perl, well organized into modules that supported XML parsing
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and generation, task execution, and network communication. But, the primary

drawback of the old Skoll client was that it was customized for both the QA subject

and the specific QA host system. Developers interested in using Skoll for their

project would first have to create XML configuration information detailing the QA

parameters of their application. Next, they were required to modify the prototype

Skoll client to meet the specific needs of their test project. Any application-specific

functionality they required would have to be implemented in Perl using the Skoll

API. This presents an immediate problem as a prerequisite for implementing new

QA processes in Skoll is that QA engineers are forced to become familiar with the

Skoll API and codebase, and must possibly also learn to program in Perl.

Subsequently, after the server configuration and application-specific version of

the Skoll client were completed, each QA user was required to register each QA

test host with the Skoll server. The server then generated a unique client instance

for that specific host which had to be downloaded and manually installed on each

machine. Client code generated for one host was not intended to run on others;

failure to run the client installation process or significantly upgrading the QA host

computer would result in faults during QA testing. This made it time-consuming

to add large numbers of test clients and difficult to leverage network disk resources

or automated system integration tools.

Finally, the primary test subject for the initial implementation of Skoll, by

it’s nature, made the prototype server configuration and test client cumbersome to

understand and modify. The initial QA subject, ACE+TAO (a Corba implemen-

tation), [31] is a large system (2 MLOC+) with a large configuration space. The
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resulting sample Skoll configuration files are comprehensive; however, they require

significant time and effort to comprehend. Additionally, testing a Skoll installation

by attempting to execute the included ACE+TAO test process requires up 12-18

hours to complete just a single test execution. Using the original Skoll package a

starting point for new QA processes was a daunting challenge to newcomers to Skoll

specifically, and DCQA in general.

2.2.3 Limitations of Skoll

The previous implementation of Skoll had several limitations that restricted

its accessibility and limited our ability to perform certain research tasks. Succinctly,

Skoll:

• lacked simple and convenient configuration. Configuration via XML server

files was cumbersome and overly centralized. A mechanism that allowed for

remote configuration updates as well as automated manipulation of the system

configuration was required.

• had limited flexibility in installation and operation. Since several hours (if not

days) of development had to go into deploying a new QA process on Skoll,

there was a significant barrier to entry. Additionally, the highly customized

nature of each deployment made leveraging existing work difficult.

• inability to perform QA simultaneously on multiple test subjects. As initially

implemented Skoll had no facilities for deploying or managing multiple QA

subjects. If clients attempted to connect to one Skoll server, and it was inactive
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or had no QA tasks to process, the clients would not be assigned work. Even

if there was another QA process with pending work to distribute.

• required a hard reset of the server to support any configuration change. The

need to restart the server after each configuration change made using adaptive

testing techniques cumbersome if not impossible.

Addressing these limitations was the first task in my research. Guided by

working with the initial Skoll implementation and the need to adapt Skoll to a

variety of new projects I proposed and implemented a new Skoll infrastructure to

support future research using adaptive techniques.

2.3 Current Implementation

Skoll’s initial implementation endeavored to show it’s viability as a research

platform for DCQA processes, but our goals had expanded and our current and

future work dictated several changes to the Skoll system. Specifically, Skoll had to

address our needs for:

• a large installed user-base to provide massive amounts of data for use in prob-

abilistic data analysis techniques.

• a variety of QA targets to show that our QA techniques apply generically to

several problem domains.

• increased understanding of real-world computing conditions to drive future

DCQA research.
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• the flexibility to handle dynamic test processes

We have implemented several changes to the existing Skoll system to meet

our ongoing research needs including changes to enhance client usability, the ability

to target multiple QA projects simultaneously, and the development of an in-house

QA test cluster. Throughout it’s initial implementation, Skoll had evolved to track

changes to its primary QA subject: ACE+TAO, but was not easily adaptable to

accommodate other projects. This section documents the new Skoll architecture

targeted at: adoption of adaptive QA strategies, enhancing usability in Enterprise

environments, increased overall functionality and more convenient use. The basic

theory of operation for the new version of Skoll does not differ significantly for the

previous version, but behind the scenes radical changes were made to the operation

of the system. The next subsection provides an overview of the new server process.

Subsection 2.3.2 details changes to the client program, and finally subsection 2.3.3

outlines the client-server interactions of the new system.

2.3.1 Server

Conceptually, the server is a major departure from the previous incarnation.

The priority with the server was to implement much of the common DCQA func-

tionality in the server process itself, and then to add application-specific or esoteric

capabilities using external tools and processes. To accomplish this, a great deal of

the server functionality in the new Skoll system has been implemented in a DBMS

system – specifically MySQL 5.1, but any relational database would suffice – and
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ancillary functions are handled with small scripts written in Perl. Figure 2.1 shows

the structure of the DB Schema used for all the current Skoll projects. The tables

that make up the server schema for a single QA project are:

• parameters - a list of named options (V1, .., Vn) that represent configurable

settings and decision points affecting the QA subject and define the possible

configuration space for any QA tasks.

• parameter values - a list of sets of named values (C1
1 , .., C

j
1 , .., C

1
n, .., C

k
n) that

map onto parameters defining the range for each parameter.

• configurations - the run queue of QA jobs (scheduled, running and com-

pleted). Each configuration represents a single point in the QA configuration

space under test.

• configuration values - a list of sets of option-value pairs (V1, C
x
1 ), ..(Vn, C

y
n)

that map to a configuration

• result values - a list of 3-tuples (named tests, outcomes, and error messages)

mapped to results

((T1, O1, E1), .., (Tn, On, En))

• results - a list of completed QA jobs that maps result-values to a configuration.

• variables - a list of supersede-able QA environment variables (E1, .., Es) that

are sent to every QA client
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• tasks - an ordered list of system commands [F1, .., Fr] that when combined

with a configuration and variables assignments constitutes a single QA task.

Each test subject gets an independent database (named skoll project−name)

on the DB server and needs to have the basic schema instantiated and populated.

The Skoll distribution includes a MySQL script that creates an empty QA project

database and a basic Perl script that populates the parameter and configuration

tables from simple text files. One side benefit of this implementation is that any

SQL-compliant DBMS system and compatible design tools can be used to instantiate

and manage a QA project. There are a wealth of command-line, GUI, and platform

specific tools available for managing SQL databases that are available to assist in

working with Skoll DB entities.

In addition to the table elements in figure 2.1, each Skoll project database has

a small number of stored procedures. There routines are written in SQL (specific

to the underlying DBMS) and provide QA developers with an abstract interface

to the database structures while allowing for data transformation, normalization,

and policy enforcement. Most QA engineers should never need to modify these

procedures. However, since they are stored on a per project basis, if it becomes

necessary to customize their behavior it can be done without impacting other QA

projects running in simulataneously.

To implement multiple QA projects within the same DBMS server, Skoll main-

tains a separate table that lists all the known projects. This table allows Skoll to

dispatch clients that are not allocated to a specific project to work on any project
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ER Diagram: skoll_sample

configuration_values
id:BIGINT

configuration_id: BIGINT
parameter_id: INT

parameter_value_id: INT

configurations
id:BIGINT

time:TIMESTAMP
host:VARCHAR
build:VARCHAR
assigned:ENUM
completed: ENUM
enabled:ENUM

parameter_values
id: INT

parameter_id: INT
value:VARCHAR

parameters
id: INT

name:VARCHAR
task_id:INT tasks

id: INT
name:VARCHAR
order:INT

command:VARCHAR
enabled:ENUM

result_values
id:BIGINT

result_id:BIGINT
test_name:VARCHAR
test_result:VARCHAR
test_error:VARCHAR

results
id:BIGINT

filename: VARCHAR
configuration_id: BIGINT

build:VARCHAR
date:TIMESTAMP

variables
id: INT

name:VARCHAR
value:VARCHAR
enabled:ENUM

Figure 2.1: Structure of the Database Underlying the Current Skoll Server
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that currently has QA jobs pending. Each record in the projects table contains

the name of the project, and a bit indicating whether or not the project is actively

accepting new clients. While not currently implemented, it would be a small matter

to add a DB − host field to each project record to support server redirection in a

future version of Skoll.

Finally, the current Skoll implementation includes a results processing sub-

system. The current results system is broken up into three components: data ac-

quisition, extraction and processing, and delivery. Data acquisition is handled by a

small Perl script, that retrieves the results from an upload directory and inserts them

into the Skoll database. Another script that runs queries against the QA project

database and formats the output as a CSV file is responsible for extraction. That

same script also initiates data processing by invoking an instance of the statistical

package R [7]. Finally, the data is moved to our results web server via a simple file

transfer script. Since results parsing and data processing are highly specific to the

QA project and the needs of the development team it makes sense to decouple this

subsystem from the rest of the server. The script used for data extraction from the

database often needs to be customized. Nevertheless, the Skoll distribution includes

a basic script that will dump data from any project for those who only need simple

functionality. This script aslo serves and an example and starting point for users to

create a more custom script. Note that while we preferred Perl for text processing

and database access and R for data analysis, QA engineers are free to use any tools

that suit their needs for these tasks – so long as they have the ability to transact

with an SQL-compliant DBMS.
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Security in Skoll is provided by database user/password security implemented

by the backend DBMS. This prevents malicious manipulation of QA data on the

Skoll server. While the communication channel used between a Skoll client and

server doesn’t use a secure protocol, the communication channel itself often must be

securely tunneled to meet datacenter firewall requirements. Nonetheless, a secure

client/server protocol would be beneficial for wide-spread adoption of Skoll outside

of research environments. One advantage of using an off-the-shelf DBMS implemen-

tation as the basis for the Skoll server is that any and all existing security polices

and products are immediately compatible with the Skoll server. This decision has

also had other beneficial consequences. DBMS systems are generally designed for

high transaction volumes and support multi-threaded operation allowing for many

hundreds (or possibly thousands) of simultaneous client connections transacting on

several projects in parallel. Most modern DBMS systems (including later versions

of MySQL) support: clustering, distributed operation, replication, data partition-

ing, and RPC; these features allow for scalable, reliable, and flexible operation of

Skoll servers. Relational databases have been available for several years and there

is a wealth of documentation, knowledge and trained personnel that are available

as resources for Skoll users.

2.3.2 Client

Critical to our goal of having a large installed user-base for Skoll is the ease

of joining and participating in Skoll QA projects. While obtaining and deploying
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a single instance of Skoll on a client machine has been a relatively simple process,

optimizing the installation and use of the Skoll client is important to its future

success. Previously, a user needed to:

1. visit our website [86]

2. fill out a web-form with details of your client configuration

3. download a custom configured client

4. run our installation script

5. start the client

These five steps are straight-forward and not terribly difficult, and for a single

client instance this would be acceptable. Unfortunately, these steps have tradi-

tionally been ill-documented, required domain specific knowledge, and presented a

significant amount of labor to perform on large numbers of machines. Additionally,

Skoll imposed several constraints on the run-time configuration of the client, and

provided no mechanism for circumventing those constraints.

One of our highest priorities in embarking on revisions to Skoll was to improve

the end-user experience by allowing users of all skill levels to participate in Skoll

QA projects. The revised Skoll client now attempts to make intelligent decisions on

behalf of the user, and allows the user to override our assumptions by modifying a

client configuration file (config/ClientConfig.xml).

Most significantly the changes implemented in the Skoll client now make it

simple to use Skoll on a large number of clients installed in an enterprise setting.
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On our own Skoll cluster, a single download of the client to the file server can be

used to run on every machine in our cluster. The steps to acquire, install, and run

the Skoll client are now:

1. download the current Skoll client

2. start the client

This procedure is the same for a single home user or an enterprise administrator

with thousands of systems.

There are currently two implementations of the Skoll client–one implemented

in Perl and another in Java. Fundamentally, they have the same structure and

capabilities, but future development will probably focus on the Java implementation

since Java provides more advanced functionality and a smaller installation footprint.

Essentially the client is composed of a small amount of code to execute QA jobs,

a dynamic variable store, and support libraries for database communication and

HTTP transmission. The client functions as a remote execution engine gathering

QA environment information and QA tasks from a Skoll server, executing those tasks

locally, and then returning the results to the server. The goal in the client design

was a minimal footprint with low-overhead. Some sample scripts are included with

the client providing examples for invoking the client from cron and for guaranteeing

exclusive execution. QA developers are free to augment client functionality with

tools installed on the client system and executed from within the QA task list (ex.

results processing, log parsing, etc).
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2.3.3 Theory of Operation

Once a Skoll QA project has been configured and instantiated within a DBMS

server, and a Skoll client has been installed and started on QA host, the following

client-server transactions occur within the system:

1. client contacts the server to indicate availability to participate in project (or
null if not configured for a specific project)

2. server looks up project in the projects table and indicates to the client if the
project is active

3. if active, the client requests the QA environment variables

4. the server returns the list of variables associated with the QA project

5. the client allocates a dynamic variable buffer and overrides any defined vari-
ables with configured local values.

6. the client requests a QA configuration and task list

7. the server assigns a QA configuration to the client and returns the data to the
client

8. the client and server disconnect while client processes the QA job

9. the client transmits the QA results back to the server

10. the server updates the QA configuration queue and stores results

Because the environment variables are stored in a dynamic buffer their values

can be updated by the client during the QA job. We have used this in conjunction

with client-side system commands in the task list to implement conditional execution

of tasks depending on the return status of previous tasks. A sample QA task list is

included in Table 2.1.

One major improvement in the new design is that the Skoll server process is

almost entirely stateless. A crash during QA activities only affects clients actively

transacting with the server, and only causes data loss in the event of a failure
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name order command enabled

checkout 45 cd $workDir; sh -c “test -d sample || svn co sample ” true
update 50 cd $workDir/sample; svn update true
clean 75 cd $workDir/src; make clean true
config 100 cd $workDir/src; ./configure true
build 110 cd $workDir/src; make true
test 120 cd $workDir/src/mysql-test; ./mysql-test-run.pl –force true
log 130 $binDir/log result -p $project $logFile false

Table 2.1: Example Skoll QA Task List

during the actual transmission of results. Because we’re careful to retain results on

the client until the server confirms receipt, this eventuality is also handled. All other

clients continue operation without awareness of, or effect from, the server crash. The

small amount of state the server has, namely that a client has been issued a QA

configuration and it’s start time, are used to timeout and re-dispatch configurations

assuming that the client has failed to complete it’s QA job.

2.4 Skoll DCQA Evaluation Cluster

As part of the new implementation of Skoll and our ongoing DCQA testing we

designed and built a dedicated quality assurance computing cluster. Composed of

176 Intel platform computers deployed between the University of Maryland, College

Park and Vanderbilt University, the Skoll cluster is a large-scale testbed for quality

assurance analysis. Designed to reflect common enterprise architecture, the cluster

takes a novel approach for academic distributed systems. Typical academic comput-

ing systems are optimized for solving individual, large-scale problems using parallel

computing techniques. Computers in these academic installations are commonly

used in concert to tackle a large problem often with centralized command and con-
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trol facilities. Distributed continuous quality assurance, on the other hand can be

thought of as repetitively solving many, small, discrete problems. In this light, the

Skoll cluster eschews common high performance computing wisdom, instead using

commodity systems and technologies. Had the Skoll cluster utilized the specialized

components and software often deployed in academic computing environments, the

likelihood our results would reflect, or our software would find adoption in, envi-

ronments outside of academic circles would be smaller. This section describes the

specific design goals and implementation issues we addressed during the creation of

the cluster.

Design goals The Skoll cluster was designed to test our distributed continuous

quality assurance implementation in a simulated enterprise environment. Our design

had several unique goals:

• the use of commonly deployed hardware

• diverse systems

• network topologies typical of those deployed around the world

Each of these goals drove the design decisions below.

Commodity Systems The Skoll cluster is implemented using commodity Dell

computer systems; these systems are similar to the those deployed throughout busi-

nesses world-wide. While it is more common for academic computing clusters to

use specialized equipment to meet high performance computing needs, we have
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specifically chosen hardware systems that have widespread adoption in mainstream

computing. These systems, while designed for desktop use, represent a balance be-

tween cost and performance, and are common throughout office environments the

world over. Typical of desktop computers, our commodity systems are memory

constrained, have limited hard disk space, and only utilize off-the-shelf networking

components. The cluster also eschews the typical split-power distribution, redun-

dant components and other fail-safe systems; each node in the system therefore

reflects real-world capacity for failure and outage. It is important to note that the

system is designed around modeling distributed behavior and not overall computa-

tional power, unlike most advanced computing clusters.

Heterogeneous Environment While the cluster is currently implemented with

a limited number of hardware configurations (the configurations used at Maryland

differ from those at Vanderbilt), the intention is to provide a heterogeneous comput-

ing environment, especially as hardware is added during future expansion. Seldom in

real-world systems are companies afforded the luxury of a single hardware platform

deployed throughout the enterprise. Consequently, the unique challenges and oppor-

tunities that arise from a diverse computing environment are critical to our research.

Here again, we forego typical research computing practice in favor of improving our

QA model. Most large scale-cluster environments prefer a homogenous environment

to simplify management and operations of the cluster. As implemented today the

Skoll cluster uses two basic hardware configurations, but several different operating

systems–including varieties of Linux, FreeBSD, Solaris and Microsoft Windows. The
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cluster is deployed also with support for re-configuring OS installations to support

our research in heterogeneous environments.

Loosely Coupled Systems The biggest departure from typical research com-

puting environments is the cluster’s network implementation. Deployed using only

off-the-shelf components, our systems are not designed for parallel or tightly cou-

pled computing tasks. Utilizing only common 100-megabit and gigabit Ethernet,

the Skoll cluster looks little like typical research computing installations. No ef-

fort has been made to provide synchronization or coordination facilities between

individual computers used in the Skoll cluster, in marked contrast to typical dis-

tributed computing environments. Additionally, the Skoll cluster only uses standard

Internet connectivity between the two sites, forgoing the largely academic (but high-

performance) Internet2.

Implementation Details Initially deployed for use in the Fall of 2005 and fully

operational in the summer of 2006, the University of Maryland component of the

Skoll DCQA Evaluation Cluster features:

• 120x Dell PowerEdge servers

– 2.8 GHz Intel Pentium 4 CPU

– 1-unit rack mount cases

– 1 gigabyte of system memory

– 40 gigabytes local hard drive storage
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– 2x gigabit network interfaces

• Sun Sunfire V240 file server

– Dual 1.5 GHz UltraSparc IIIi CPUs

– 2 gigabytes of system memory

– 146 gigabytes of local hard drive storage

– 4x gigabit network interfaces

• Sun StorEdge Fibre-Channel Disk Array

– 3 terabytes of storage

– 12x 250 gigabyte Serial-ATA hard drives

• 3x Dell PowerConnect 3448 switches

Nodes in the cluster are mostly configured with a mix of Redhat Enterprise

Linux Advanced Server 4 and Windows XP. Short term work has begun to expand

the number of operating systems running on the cluster; as well as increase network

performance to the file server. Running on Sun Solaris 10 and the Veritas File

System, the cluster’s file server provides the majority of filesystem spaces to the

nodes via NFS.

2.5 DCQA Test Subjects

Revisions to Skoll, as well as development of the evaluation cluster, initially

focussed on our ongoing effort to provide continuous QA of our previous test sub-
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ject: the ACE+TAO Corba implementation [31]. In addition to updating Skoll

to increase its capabilities and flexibility, we tracked development changes to the

ACE+TAO build and QA processes. Under continuous (sometimes heavy) develop-

ment, weighing in at more than two million lines of code, and with approximately

40 participating programmers from a variety of institutions, ACE+TAO is an ideal

test subject for any automated DCQA process. ACE+TAO has evolved into a sys-

tem with the flexibility and scope beyond its developers ability to test completely;

making it a perfect candidate for continued research with Skoll.

But to increase our flexibility and understanding of Skoll’s performance in-

dependent of ACE+TAO, most of our subsequent work has focussed on other QA

projects–primarily MySQL during their transition from MySQL 4 to MySQL 5 and

subsequent minor releases. MySQL [64] is an open-source SQL-compliant DBMS

that has been under development for 15 years. MySQL has over 2 MLOC, works on

20+ computer platforms, has over 450 functional tests, and has been downloaded

more than 10 million times. In short, it provides ample opportunity to test Skoll

against real-world situations. The majority of our testing has focussed on a subset

of the MySQL configuration space that is limited to only 72 million configurations,

but was much larger than the ad-hoc testing the developers had done to date. De-

tails on the empirical study that came out of our DCQA process can be found in

section 4.5.

In all, the current Skoll DCQA system has successfully completed over 375,000

QA jobs, totaling approximately 1.5 million computing hours, with little human

intervention (except in dealing with running out of filesystem space).
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2.6 Related Work

Several research projects have explored remote analysis and monitoring in soft-

ware systems in general and distributed continuous quality assurance in particular.

Several open-source projects include regression test suites that end-users can use to

evaluate installation, performance, and/or functional issues. Some examples include

GCC [3], MySQL [64], and the Linux Test Project [5]. While users have the ability

to return test results to the program developers they often do not. Even when users

return data, their testing is not systematic, controlled, or well documented – often

crucial configuration information is not captured as part of the test process. The

results are therefore rarely useable for precision fault isolation and provide more of

a coarse feedback mechanism.

Recognizing there is often inadequate time to complete the QA process, and

that systems are deployed without complete testing, residual test coverage monitor-

ing, Pavlopoulou et al. [71], augments traditional static analysis methods (statement

coverage, etc.) with remote monitoring and analysis for the portions, or residual,

of QA subjects that were incompletely evaluated prior to deployment. While their

work utilizes remote monitoring as the basis for lighter re-instrumentation of future

clients, their technique particularly focuses on RAMSS as an ancillary process to

in-house testing and does not represent a viable system for long-term deployment.

A direct ancestor to our own Skoll system–software tomography [14] and the

Gamma system [69], presented by Orso, Bowring, and colleagues, decomposes the

task of performing QA into sub-tasks that are distributed across many, lightly-
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instrumented program instances. Gamma addresses the same fundamental issues

addressed in previous work with Skoll [60], namely to provide a complete quality

assurance process while burdening end-users with only minimal impact. By sub-

dividing the QA process into many smaller tasks, distributing the QA effort across

many test clients, and integrating the results to formulate a complete view of the

QA subject, the Gamma system was able to provide a picture of QA data typically

thought of as highly-intrusive (e.g. statement and method coverage) in a minimally-

intrusive manner. Furthermore, case studies with Gamma showed that it performed

successfully with a medium-sized system: JABA [10] (approx. 40K LOC).

Liblit et. al. [55, 56, 57] focuses on bug isolation using software tomography.

Liblit is primarily concerned with applying sampling methods across deployed in-

stances of programs to track bugs that may not occur during in-house testing. Also,

the team introduces statistical debugging methods in RAMSS and leverages it to

perform crash prediction using collected data. Case studies with their Coopera-

tive Bug Isolation techniques were able to identify previously unknown bugs [59] in

deployed software including, Rhythmbox and EXIF.

Other DCQA processes do exist – for instance Dart [2] and CruiseControl [1]

– but these systems are largely ad-hoc and have limited scope and flexibility in

implementing the QA process. Most existing approaches limit the QA process to

detecting failed builds, crashes, or narrowly-scoped software failures. They don’t

provide mechanisms for continuous collection, analysis, and tracking of CBIT data.

Moreover, existing systems often inadequately document their QA process, making

it hard to use the resulting data for scientific measurement and analysis.
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2.7 Future Work

Skoll continues to evolve to meet our research needs. Moving forward, the

following limitations in Skoll will need to be addressed:

• intelligent steering agent

• automatic client architecture detection

• extending QA parameters

• coordinated groups of clients

• network modeling

Details of future improvements to Skoll are outlined as part of this section.

2.7.1 Intelligent Steering Agent

One by-product of the new implementation of Skoll is that the intelligent

steering agent was never re-implemented within the new server infrastructure. Today

the QA job scheduler is implemented as a priority run queue, with no provision to

re-order jobs based upon test results. The best mechanism to re-introduce the ISA

would be add triggers or pre-/post-event stored procedures to the existing DBMS.

These events could then be used to invoke an external ISA to make any necessary

changes to the job order/scheduling priorities. This strategy has the benefit of being

modular, extensible, and stateless.
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2.7.2 Automatic Client Architecture Detection

One of the goals of Skoll is to provide the ability to execute tests across a large,

heterogeneous cross-section of client hosts, therefore tools to support that effort

are necessarily dependent on knowing the context of client execution. The Skoll

client currently depends on the underlying QA project to detect the client platform

or architecture. Future client versions need to integrate architecture detection to

enable a wider variety of host platforms and to vet clients for participation in QA

projects before a QA task is assigned. Our previous attempts to implement this

type of detection proved to be more complicated than we initially anticipated. If

possible integrating an existing library or external tool would be the most viable

option.

2.7.3 Extending QA Parameters

Currently, Skoll considers transmission and compilation of QA subjects, as

well as the QA test cases themselves, distinct from other configuration parameters.

Future versions of Skoll need to integrate these QA task parameters into a larger,

more comprehensive view of the parameter space. The same criteria, metrics, visual-

izations, and adaptive strategies would therefore apply to transmission, compilation

and test cases. The end-to-end deployment of an application, and the state of the

system over time, would be part of the larger quality assurance process. Fundamen-

tally this is not a large change to Skoll, but rather reflects relatively small changes

to the handling of project configuration, client configuration, and test cases within
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the Skoll system.

2.7.4 Coordinated Clients

Current Skoll clients operate as independent entities. As each client starts up,

it requests a QA job from the server; it is then free to complete the QA task when

and as it sees fit. The Skoll server makes no attempt to coordinate separate clients

to perform a combined test, but that limitation constrains the systems ability to

perform QA tasks on distributed software applications. With the ubiquity of client-

server and peer to peer applications, the ability to test systems that run on separate

computers appears to be critical.

While it is possible to fake Skoll control of a multi-part system by wrapping

the execution all of the parts into a single QA task, Skoll support for coordinated

execution has several advantages. First, since the location and exact nature of the

clients participating in a QA task would be out of the target applications control,

the test would represent accurate, real-world computational conditions. Second, the

exact workload generated could vary dynamically, since the actual clients available

and their behavior would be subject to availability and configuration. Finally, suc-

cess and failure reporting would be under finer-grained control of the system, which

would lead to more flexibility in automated planning of further test executions.

The changes to the system required to implement coordinated groups of clients

is significant and may exceed the scope of the research proposed here. Continued

evaluation of the feasibility and requirement for this feature is anticipated as part
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of our on-going research.

2.7.5 Network Modeling

As Skoll adapts to target more network-centric computing, the current network

configuration would have to evolve to model a large variety of network topologies

and conditions. Typical conditions on the Internet provide varying quality of service

(QOS) by location and time. Efforts to understand the behavior of QA subjects

that depend on the network for functionality and performance will require Skoll to

identify, track, and manage network QOS as a parameter under QA control.

Future implementations of the Skoll DCQA Evaluation Cluster may include

network traffic shaping components to simulate more erratic conditions on the Inter-

net in a controlled manner. On a longer time-scale further research partnerships, as

well as external QA participants, will bring more diverse, if less controlled, network

conditions into the space of capabilities offered by the evaluation system.
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Chapter 3

Low Overhead Fielded Instrumentation using Adaptive Sampling

Association Trees

3.1 Overview

Several research efforts are focusing on tools and techniques to support the

remote analysis and measurement of software systems (RAMSS) [12, 13, 34, 39, 45,

54, 58, 62, 66, 68, 70, 72, 85]. In general, these approaches instrument numerous

instances of a software system, each in possibly different ways, and distribute the

instrumented instances to a large number of remote users. As the instances run,

they collect execution data and send them to one or more collection sites. The data

are then analyzed to better understand the system’s in-the-field behavior.

RAMSS techniques typically collect different kinds of data and use different

analyses to achieve specific software engineering goals. One characteristic common

to many of these techniques is a need to distinguish execution outcomes. There are

many scenarios in which this information is useful. A first example is remote analy-

ses that use information from the field to direct debugging effort and need to know

whether that information comes from a successful or failing execution (e.g., [58, 67]).

A second example is self-managing applications that reconfigure themselves when

performance is degrading and so must be able to determine when the system has en-
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tered a problematic state. Knowing the outcomes of remote executions would also be

useful in the now common situation of software systems released with known prob-

lems (e.g., for time-to-market considerations). Being able to automatically identify

specific problematic behaviors as soon as these systems are deployed would allow

for tasks such as measuring how often specific problems occur (e.g., to prioritize the

debugging effort) and gathering detailed information about likely causes of prob-

lems in a selective way (e.g., by using the behavioral models to aid in diagnosing

problem causes and location). Finally, automatic outcome classification could also

be used in-house, in place of expensive test oracles, for newly generated test cases

once enough have been (manually) classified. These are just some examples of cases

in which such data would be useful.

Despite many recent advances, existing techniques suffer from numerous prob-

lems. First, they often make oversimplifying assumptions (e.g., they equate failing

behaviors with system crashes) or assume that the classification of the outcome is

provided by an external source (e.g., the users). These assumptions severely limit

the kinds of program behaviors that can be analyzed and the applicability of the

techniques. Second, these techniques often require collecting massive amounts of

data – imposing significant overheads on every participating program instance. Ex-

ample overheads include: code bloat due to code rewriting, bandwidth occupation

due to remote data collection, and slowdown and perturbed performance due to code

instrumentation. Finally, these techniques are not designed to adapt gracefully over

time as systems, environments, and usage patterns change.

This chapter proposes and evaluates four new techniques for automatically
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classifying execution data collected from deployed applications by execution out-

comes. To be able to perform controlled experimentation and suitably validate our

results, in this chapter we focus our empirical investigation on binary outcomes only:

“pass,” which corresponds to executions that produce the right results, and “fail,”

which corresponds to incorrect executions. Conceptually, however, the techniques

should be equally applicable to any discrete set of outcomes.

Our techniques use statistical learning algorithms to model and predict execu-

tion outcomes based on execution data, that is, data collected at runtime for these

executions. More specifically, the techniques build behavioral models by analyzing

execution data collected from one or more program instances (e.g., by executing

test cases in-house, in the field, or by examining fielded program instances under

user control). Developers can then either analyze the models directly (e.g., for fault

localization) or use the models to gather further information from other program

instances. In the latter case, they lightly instrument numerous instances of the

software (i.e., the instrumentation captures only the small subset of execution data

referenced by the behavioral model). These lightly instrumented instances are then

distributed to users who run them in the field. As the instances run, the collected

execution data is fed to the previously built model to predict whether the current

run is likely to be a passing or failing execution.

To help us achieve this high-level vision, we initially defined and developed

an instantiation of the technique and performed a four-part feasibility study [41].

Our initial approach is effective and efficient in cases where we can fully train the

models in-house, using accurate and reliable oracles. However, the approach is not
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applicable if part (or all) of the training must be performed on deployed instances

because it imposes too much time and space overhead during the training phase.

To address this issue, we extend our initial work by developing and evaluating three

improved classification techniques that can build models with substantially less data

than that required by our initial technique, while maintaining the same accuracy.

The first new technique can build reliable models while observing less than 10%

of the complete execution data. Each instance collects a different subset of the

execution data chosen via uniform random sampling. The second technique is also

able to reliably classify executions based on a small fraction of execution data, but

it adds the ability to adapt the sampling over time to maximize the amount of

information in the data. Finally we modify the second approach with a cost utility

function that allows us to maintain high accuracy while significantly minimizing the

overhead caused by our instrumentation. The chapter presents all four techniques

and discusses their strengths and weaknesses.

We also present several empirical studies in which we applied these techniques

to multiple versions of a medium-sized software subject and studied their perfor-

mance. Our goal was to evaluate the techniques, better understand several issues

crucial to the techniques’ success, and thereby refine the techniques and improve

their ultimate implementations. The first set of studies looks at whether it is pos-

sible to reliably classify program executions based on readily-available execution

data, explores the interplay between the type of execution data collected and the

accuracy of the resulting classification models, and investigates how much data is

actually necessary for building good classification models. The second and the third
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studies examine the extent to which our two newly defined classification techniques

allow for minimizing data collection (and the data collection overheads), while main-

taining the accuracy of the classification.

The main contributions of this work are:

• A high level vision for an approach that automatically and accurately classifies

execution data as coming from runs with specific execution outcomes, collected

with low overhead from fielded programs.

• Four instantiations of the approach, three of which are based on newly-defined

classification techniques, that can classify execution data according to a binary

outcome: pass versus fail.

• An empirical evaluation of several key issues underlying these (and similar)

techniques as well as an evaluation of the instantiated techniques themselves.

In the rest of the chapter, we first provide background information on classifi-

cation techniques and present several example scenarios that describe how classifi-

cation techniques might be used to support the remote measurement and analysis of

software systems (Section 3.2). Section 3.3 describes the experimental subject and

data with which we evaluate our four techniques. Then, we introduce our initial

approach and present the results of multiple empirical studies aimed at understand-

ing the approach’s performance (Section 3.4). Based on these results, we invent,

describe, and empirically evaluate a new classification approach called association

trees (Section 3.5). In Section 3.6 we develop and evaluate an improved association
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tree algorithm, called adaptive sampling association trees. An enhanced version of

adaptive sampling association trees that include weighting to minimize overhead

is presented in section 3.7. In Section 3.8 we discuss related work and, finally, in

Section 3.9 we provide some general conclusions and outline future-work directions.

3.2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we first provide background information on techniques for

classifying program executions and then motivate our research by presenting, in the

form of scenarios, four applications of classification techniques to support software

engineering tasks.

3.2.1 Classification of program executions

Machine learning techniques are concerned with the discovery of patterns, in-

formation and knowledge from data. They often work by analyzing a training set

of data objects, each described by a set of measurable features (also called predic-

tors1), and by concisely modeling how the features’ values relate to known or inferred

higher-level characterizations. These models are often used to predict the charac-

terizations of other data objects whose characterizations are unknown. Supervised

learning is a class of machine learning techniques in which the characterization of

each training set object is known at model building time. When the possible char-

acterizations come from a discrete set of categorical values (e.g., “good,” “average,”

1In the rest of the chapter, we use the terms feature and predictor interchangeably.
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and “bad”), the supervised learning problem is known as classification. In this work

we focus on classification techniques.

Classifying program executions means using readily-available execution data

to model, analyze, and predict (more difficult to determine) program behaviors. A

typical classification process has two phases: training and classification. Figure 3.1

shows a high-level view of the classification approach that we use in this research.

In the training phase, we instrument program instances to collect execution data at

runtime and, in the case of collecting data in the field, attach a built-in oracle to

the deployed instances. Then, as the instances run, we collect the resulting data.

The figure shows two extremes of training phase data collection. In one case, data

collection is performed in-house on instances running existing test cases. In the other

case, it is performed in the field on instances running under user control. In the

former, a traditional oracle can be used to label each run based on its outcome (e.g.,

“high throughput”, “average throughput”, and “low throughput” if the behavior

of interest is performance; “pass” or “fail” if the behavior of interest is functional

correctness). In the latter case, the execution data would be collected while the

instances run on the users’ platforms against actual user input and each run would

be labeled by a built-in oracle attached to the deployed programs.

Note that in these two cases there is a clear trade-off between strength of

the oracle and the completeness of the data. In-house, we can often rely on ac-

curate oracles because we typically have complete control over the execution and

the (computational and space) overhead of the data collection is usually not an

issue. However, in-house we can observe only a limited number of behaviors (the
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the technique.

ones exercised by the test inputs available and occurring in the hardware and soft-

ware configurations available), and the models constructed from these observations

may not be representative of real executions. In the field, we must typically rely

on limited oracles because we must limit the overhead of the data collection (and

of the oracle). On the other hand, in-the-field executions are typically much more

numerous, varied, and representative than in-house test runs. Which approach is

more appropriate depends on the task at hand, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.

Once the labeled training-phase data has been collected, it is fed to a learn-

ing algorithm, which analyzes it and produces a classification model of program

executions.

After the classification phase, we re-instrument the code to capture only the
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data needed by the models. When the instances are later run in the field by actual

users, appropriate execution data are collected and fed to the previously-built clas-

sification model to predict the behavior (i.e., the label) associated with the current

execution.

To carry out these processes developers must consider several issues:

• Developers must determine which specific behaviors they want to classify.

For instance, one might want to identify previously-seen behaviors, such as

open bugs identified during regression testing, or previously-unseen behaviors,

such as potential performance problems on less popular hardware platforms

(that might not be available in-house). The specific application considered

drives several process choices, including:

– The outcomes that must be detected. Developers may want to classify

executions in which the system crashes, exceptions are thrown, incorrect

responses are given, transaction times are too long, responses are too slow,

and so on. There may be only two outcomes (e.g., “pass” or “fail”) or

multiple outcomes. Here developers must create oracles and measurement

instruments that make these outcomes observable.

– The environments in which the system must run. Developers may want

to observe system execution on different operating systems or with the

system in different operational configurations.

– The range of inputs over which system execution will be monitored. In

some cases, developers may be interested in a small set of behaviors
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captured by a specific test suite. In others, they may want to see the

system execute under actual end-user workloads.

• Developers must also determine the execution data on which the classifi-

cation will be based. Classification can be based on many different types of

execution data, such as execution counts, branch frequencies, or value spec-

tra. Developers must create appropriate measurement instruments to capture

these different kinds of data. Also, developers must be aware of the amount

of data they will capture. The more data captured, the higher the runtime

overhead and the more resources needed to analyze the resulting data.

• Developers must decide the location where training-phase data collection oc-

curs. This data collection can be done in-house or in-the-field. In general,

as stated above, we assume that fielded data collection can be done on many

program instances while in-house data collection is limited to few instances.

We also assume that individual fielded instances cannot tolerate as much data

collection volume as in-house instances.

• Finally, developers must decide which classification technique to use to cre-

ate the classification models. There is a vast array of established classification

techniques, ranging from: classical statistical methods (such as linear and lo-

gistic regression) to neural network and tree-based techniques (e.g., [32, 44]) to

the more recent Support Vector Machines [76]. As we explain in the following

sections, most of these techniques have strengths and weaknesses when applied

to the classification of remote executions. Which technique to use ultimately
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depends on the specific task or scenario considered.

Figure 3.2 shows, in an intuitive way, how the various process decisions de-

scribed above are intimately intertwined. For example, developers who want to

understand possible performance problems experienced by end users may want to

monitor different execution environments and observe actual usage patterns. As

a result, they are forced towards in-the-field data collection, which in turn tends

to limit the volume of data collected by each instance and necessitates observing

many instances. Alternatively, developers may be interested in collecting very pre-

cise information about execution paths corresponding to failing runs of an existing

regression test suite to study and understand specific open bugs. In this case, the

developers may opt for using sophisticated, heavyweight test oracles and for collect-

ing substantial amounts of data in-house on a small number of instances. In either

case, the learning technique chosen must be suitable for the type of data collected.

3.2.2 Scenarios

As mentioned in the overview, this chapter presents four techniques for clas-

sifying executions of remotely operating programs. To provide context for their

evaluation, we discuss three possible target scenarios in which they might be used:

automated identification of known failures in deployed programs, remote failure

modeling, and performance modeling of fielded executions.
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Figure 3.2: Building a classification process.

3.2.2.1 Automated Identification of Known Failures in Deployed Pro-

grams

In this scenario, developers want to automatically distinguish fielded program

executions that succeed or fail in one of several known modes. Such information

could be used in many ways; for instance, it could be used to automatically report

data about a failing execution or to trigger data collection and reporting when the

program fails. The information could also be used to measure the manifestation

frequencies of different failures or to identify system configurations in which specific

failures occur. If failure can be predicted early, then this information could also
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be used to trigger failure avoidance measures. One way to implement this scenario

might be to test a program in-house with a known test suite, collect execution

data and build classification models for each known failure, and attach the resulting

models to fielded instances to predict whether and how a current run fails (or will

fail).

Looking back at Figure 3.2 we see that this scenario sits in the upper right

corner. Because developers will train the classification technique in-house for known

failures, they are free to collect a substantial amount of data per instance and can

use heavyweight oracles. On the other hand, they will be limited to instrumenting

relatively few instances and observe a more narrow range of platforms and usage

profiles than they could if they instrumented fielded instances. In Section 3.4 we

describe how our first technique, based on random forests classifiers, can support

this scenario.

3.2.2.2 Remote Failure Modeling

In this scenario, developers still want to model passing and failing executions.

However, they want to collect the training data from fielded instances running under

user control, rather than from in-house instances running existing test suites. The

goal of the data collection is in this case to perform some failure analysis, such as

debugging.

Developers might implement this scenario by instrumenting fielded instances

and then collecting labeled execution data from them. The labels would indicate
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various outcomes, such as “successful”, “crashed”, “not responding”, or “exception

X thrown at line Y”. The specific labels used, and the degree of confidence in the

labeling, would depend on the oracles installed in the fielded instances. The collected

data is then classified–to relate execution data patterns with specific outcomes. At

this point, developers might simply examine the models directly and look for clues

to the outcome’s cause. (An example of this approach is Liblit and colleagues’

statistical bug isolation work [54].) Alternatively, developers might execute a large

number of test cases in-house and use the models to flag exemplars of a given

outcome, that is, to find test cases whose behavior in-house is similar to that of

fielded runs with the same outcome. This approach might be especially useful when

multiple root causes lead to the same outcome (e.g., several different failures leading

to a system crash).

Looking again at Figure 3.2, this scenario lies down and to left of the previous

one. In this case, developers collect data in the field to model previously unseen

failures. To avoid affecting users, developers need to limit their data collection per

instance and must use lighter-weight oracles than they could have used if operating

entirely in-house. On the other hand, they can instrument many instances and can

observe a wide range of platforms and usage profiles. Section 3.5 describes how our

second technique, based on association tree classifiers, can be used to support this

scenario.
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3.2.2.3 Performance Modeling of Field Executions

In this third scenario, developers want to investigate the causes of a perfor-

mance problem believed to be due to system aging (e.g., memory leaks or improperly

managed locks). Because these kinds of problems occur infrequently and may take a

long time to develop, developers instrument a large number of instances in batches—

with each batch collecting data over increasingly longer time periods—hoping to

increase the chances of observing the problem early. They can achieve this goal by

lightly instrumenting deployed program instances running under user control. This

collected data is then modeled to predict incidences of the performance problem.

The models are then linked back into programs deployed to beta test sites, where

the models will trigger deeper data collection when impending performance troubles

are predicted. (Note that this scenario assumed that the predictions can be made

before the execution ends.)

This scenario lies at the bottom left of Figure 3.2. In this case, developers must

be particularly careful to limit data collection overhead to avoid overly perturbing

the instance’s performance. They must likewise use very simple oracles, but can

choose to instrument large numbers of instances and are likely to observe a wide

range of platforms and usage profiles. One new aspect here is that, because each

run can take a long time to complete, some incremental analysis might help limit

overall costs. Section 3.6 describes our third technique, based on adaptive sampling

association tree classifiers, which can be used to support this scenario.
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3.3 Experimental Subject and Data

The goal of this work is to define and evaluate a set of classification techniques

that can support some of the applications described in Section 3.2. To achieve this

goal, we used an empirical approach—we designed and conducted several empiri-

cal studies that guided the development of the techniques, allowed for their early

evaluation, and helped us improve our understanding of the issues underlying the

proposed approach to further refine it.

To be able to compare the different techniques and perform controlled experi-

ments, we used the same subject for all studies and targeted a version of the general

classification problem involving a behavior that we can measure using an accurate

oracle: passing and failing execution outcomes. Therefore, our executions have one

of two possible labels: “pass” or “fail.” Before presenting our techniques, in this

section we introduce our experimental subject and data.

3.3.1 Experimental Subject

As a subject program for our studies, we used Jaba (Java Architecture for

Bytecode Analysis) [4], a framework for analyzing Java programs. Jaba consists

of about 60,000 lines of code, 400 classes, and 3,000 methods. Jaba takes Java

bytecode as input and then performs complex control-flow and data-flow analyses

on it. For instance, Jaba performs stack simulation (Java is stack based) to track

the types of expressions manipulated by the program, computes definitions and uses

of variables and their relations, and analyzes the interprocedural flow of exceptions.
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We selected Jaba as a subject because it is a good representative of real,

complex software that can contain subtle faults. In particular, for the study, we

considered 19 real faults taken from Jaba’s CVS repository. The 19 faults were

selected by a student in a different research group. The student inspected all CVS

commits starting from January 2005, identified the first 19 bug fixes reported in the

CVS logs, and distilled the associated faults in the form of source-code differences.

We then selected the latest version of Jaba as our golden copy of the software and

generated 19 different versions by inserting one fault into the golden copy. In this

way, we can use the golden copy as an accurate oracle. We also created nine versions

of Jaba containing multiple faults.

3.3.2 Execution Data and Labels

To build a training set for the versions of Jaba considered, we used a set of

executions consisting of all the test cases in Jaba’s regression test suite. These test

cases were created and used over the last several years of the system’s evolution.

Because Jaba is an analysis library, each test case consists of a driver that uses

Jaba to perform one or more analyses on an input program. There are 7 such

drivers and 101 input programs—divided into real programs (provided by users)

and ad-hoc programs (developed to exercise a specific functionality). Thus, overall,

there are 707 test cases (101 times 7).

For each of the versions, we ran the complete regression test suite and collected

information about passing and failing test cases as well as various types of execution
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data. Because performance was not an issue in this case, we were able to collect

multiple types of execution data at once. In particular, we collected statement

counts, branch counts, call-edge counts, throw and catch counts, method counts, and

various kinds of value spectra (e.g., relations between variable values at methods’

entry and exit or maximum values of variables).

Considering all versions, we ran about 20,000 test cases. The outcome of each

version v and test case t was stored in binary form: “1” if the execution of t on v

terminated and produced the correct output; “0” otherwise. As mentioned above,

we used the golden version of Jaba as an oracle for the faulty versions. Because

the test drivers output, at the end of each test-case execution, an XML version

of the graphs they build, we were able to identify failures of t for v by simply

comparing the golden output and the output produced by t when run on v. (Note

that we canonicalize the XML representation to eliminate spurious differences. For

example, in the case of multiple outgoing edges from one node, which may appear in

different orders in different serializations, we order the edges alphabetically based on

their labels.) In addition, we labeled each failing execution, as either a fatal failure,

for executions that terminated because of an uncaught exception (analogous to a

system crash for a C program), or a non-fatal failure, for executions that terminated

normally but produced the wrong output.

Table 3.1 summarizes the distribution of failures and failure types across the

different versions. Each row in the table shows the version number (Version), the

list of faults included in each version (Faults included), the total number of failures

(Total failures), both in absolute terms and in percentage, the number of non-
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fatal failures (Non-fatal failures), and the number of fatal failures (Fatal failures).

Versions one to 19 are single-fault versions. Because we numbered these versions

based on the ID of the fault they contain, the single fault ID associated with each

version is the same as the version number. Versions 20 to 28 contain multiple

faults, and column “Faults included” lists the IDs of the faults for each version. For

example, version 28 contains 6 faults: 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, and 19. For both single- and

multiple-fault versions, numbers of versions with a failure rate greater than 8% are

highlighted in boldface. As the table shows, six of the 19 single-fault versions and

eight of the nine multiple-fault versions made the 8% cutoff. Seven of the single-fault

versions and eight of the multiple-fault versions produced fatal failures.

3.4 Classification Using In-House Data Collection

Our goal in this part of the work is to define a technique that can classify ex-

ecutions of deployed programs using models built from data collected in-house. As

illustrated in the upper part of Figure 3.1, the models would be built by collecting

execution data in-house and using an accurate oracle to label these executions. The

oracle could be of different kinds, such as a golden version of the program, an ad-hoc

program, or a human oracle. This scenario makes sense when attaching oracles to

a deployed program is too demanding in terms of resources (space, computational,

or both) or setup costs, which is typically the case for accurate oracles. In particu-

lar, and fairly obviously, oracles that require human checking could not be used on

remote executions. Thus, our technique needs to operate on readily-collectible exe-
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Version Faults Total failures Non-fatal failures Fatal failures

1 1 0 (0%) 0 0
2 2 12 (1.7%) 0 12
3 3 0 (0%) 0 0
4 4 372 (52.6%) 372 0
5 5 138 (19.5%) 138 0
6 6 0 (0%) 0 0
7 7 144 (20.4%) 144 0
8 8 0 (0%) 0 0
9 9 86 (12.2%) 0 86

10 10 0 (0%) 0 0
11 11 69 (9.8%) 57 12
12 12 4 (0.6%) 4 0
13 13 38 (5.4%) 38 0
14 14 14 (2%) 0 14
15 15 0 (0%) 0 0
16 16 30 (4.2%) 22 8
17 17 105 (14.9%) 0 105
18 18 0 (0%) 0 0
19 19 21 (3%) 0 21

20 1 3 0 (0%) 0 0
21 2 17 113 (16%) 0 113
22 9 12 90 (12.7%) 4 86
23 12 13 19 60 (8.5%) 39 21
24 7 13 16 17 231 (32.7%) 118 113
25 5 7 11 19 207 (29.3%) 174 33
26 2 5 9 12 19 206 (29.1%) 94 112
27 9 12 13 16 17 200 (28.3%) 20 180
28 5 9 11 12 13 19 244 (34.5%) 133 111

Table 3.1: Errors associated with each version. Versions 1–19 are single-fault ver-
sions, whereas versions 20–28 contain multiple faults. Versions with failure rate
greater than 8% are highlighted in boldface.

cution data and use these data to train the models and classify executions according

to the models.

As a specific instance of this general problem, we consider classification of

remote executions as passing or failing executions, that is, the behavior that we

are interested in classifying is functional correctness. The other two aspects that

we need to define within our approach are the machine-learning technique to use

and the kind of execution data to consider. The family of learning techniques that
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we use to define our approach is tree-based classifiers. In terms of execution data,

we consider different control- and value-related types of execution information and

assess their predictive power using an empirical approach.

In the following sections, we first describe our approach based on tree-based

classifiers. Then, we discuss the empirical studies that we performed to assess and

refine the approach.

3.4.1 Random Forests Classifiers

Tree-based classifiers are an especially popular class of learning techniques

with several widely-used implementations, such as CART [15] and ID4 [6]. These

algorithms typically follow a recursive partitioning approach which subdivides the

predictor-space into (hyper-)rectangular regions, each of which is assigned a pre-

dicted outcome label (i.e., “pass” or “fail”). The resulting models are logically tree-

structured (see Figure 3.3). Each node denotes a predicate involving one predictor;

each edge represents the true or false value of the predicate. Each leaf represents a

predicted outcome. Based on a training set of data, classification trees are built as

follows:

1. For each predictor, partition the training set based on the observed ranges of

the predictor data.

2. Evaluate each potential partition based on how well it separates failing from

passing runs. This evaluation is often realized based on an entropy mea-

sure [15].
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Figure 3.3: Example of tree classifier for executions with two features (i.e., predic-

tors), size and time, and two possible labels, “pass” and “fail.”

3. Select the range that creates the best partition and make it the root of the

tree.

4. Add one edge to the root for each subset of the partition.

5. Repeat the process for each new edge. The process stops when further parti-

tioning is impossible or undesirable.

To classify new observations (i.e., to a take a vector of features and predict their

associated outcome), tree classifiers identify the rectangular region to which the con-

sidered observation belongs; the predicted outcome is the outcome label associated

with that particular region. Specifically, for each execution we want to classify, we

begin with the predicate at the root of the tree and follow the edge corresponding to

the value of the associated predictor in the execution data. This process continues

until a leaf is encountered. The outcome label found at the leaf is interpreted as the

predicted outcome for the new program run.
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For example, Figure 3.3 shows a hypothetical tree-classifier model that predicts

the “pass”/“fail” outcome based on the value of the program running time and input

size. The decision rules prescribed by the tree can be inferred from the figure. (While

traversing the tree, by convention, we follow the left edge when the predicate is true

and the right edge otherwise.) For instance, an execution with Size < 8.5 would be

predicted as “pass”, while if (8.5 ≤ Size < 14.5) AND (Time < 55), the execution

would be predicted as “fail.”

The main reason why we chose tree-based classifiers over other classification

approaches is that they provide a prediction model that is easy to interpret. How-

ever, because they are constructed using a greedy procedure, the fitted model can

be quite unstable. That is, fitted classification trees can be very sensitive to mi-

nor changes in the training data [16]. To address these problems, we use a gen-

eralization of tree-based classification, called random forests, as our classification

technique. Random forests is an ensemble learning method that builds a robust

tree-based classifier by integrating hundreds of different tree classifiers via a vot-

ing scheme. This approach maintains the power, flexibility and interpretability of

tree-based classifiers, while greatly improving the robustness of the resulting model.

Consider the case in which we have M predictors and a training set with N

elements. We grow (i.e., incrementally create) each tree classifier as follows:

1. Sample n cases at random with replacement (bootstrap sample), from the

original data. This sample will be the training set for growing the tree.

2. Specify a number m << M such that, at each tree node, m variables are
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selected at random out of the M , and the best split on these m is used to split

the node.2

The forest consists of a large set of trees (500 in our approach), each grown as

described above. For prediction, new input is fed to each tree in the forest, each of

which returns a predicted classification label. The most frequently selected label is

returned as the predicted label for the new input. In the case of a tie (i.e., two or

more outcomes are predicted by the same number of trees), one of the outcomes is

arbitrarily chosen.

Random forests have many advantages [16]. One is that they efficiently handle

large numbers of variables. Another is that the ensemble models are quite robust

to outliers and noise. Finally, the random forests algorithms produce error and

variable-importance estimates as a byproduct. We use the error estimates to study

the accuracy of our classifiers and use the variable importance estimates to determine

which predictors must be captured (or can be safely ignored) in the field in order to

classify executions.

3.4.2 Experimental Refinement of the Technique

To evaluate and refine the initial definition of our technique for identifying

deployed programs’ failures, we applied our approach to the subject and data pre-

sented in Section 3.3. As discussed above, our technique could be instantiated in

many ways, depending on the different types of execution data considered. Instead

2A split is simply a division of the samples at the node into subsamples. The division is done

using simple rules based on the m selected variables.
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of simply picking a possible instance of the technique and studying its performance,

we used an empirical approach to evaluate the different aspects of the technique.

To this end, we designed and conducted a multi-part empirical study that explored

three main research questions:

REQ1: Can we reliably classify program outcomes using execution data?

REQ2: If so, what kinds of execution data should we collect?

REQ3: Is all the data we collect actually needed to produce accurate and reliable

classifications?

We addressed REQ1 by measuring classification error rates. We addressed REQ2 by

examining the relationship between classification error rates and the type of execu-

tion data used in building classification models. We addressed REQ3 by examining

the effect of predictor screening (i.e., collecting only a subset of the predictors) on

classification error rates. In the following sections, we describe the design, method-

ology and results of our exploratory studies in detail.

3.4.2.1 Empirical Design

Initially, we considered only single-fault versions of the subject program (see

Table 3.1). (The study involving multiple faults is discussed in Section 3.4.2.5.) For

each program version and type of execution data collected, we fit a random forest of

500 classification trees using only predictors of that type. We then obtain the most

important predictors by using the variable importance measures provided automat-
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ically by the random forest algorithm, and find the smallest subset of important

predictors that achieves the minimal error rate.

For the study, we excluded versions with error rates below an arbitrarily cho-

sen cutoff of 8%. Since many of the versions do not have their faults exposed by

our test cases, this decision effectively removed only 4 versions from consideration.

Admittedly, an 8% failure rate is much higher than what we would expect to see in

practice, so the generalizability of our results will clearly be limited. Nevertheless,

we felt we had to take this step for several reasons. In particular, we would have

needed many more test cases (which would have been prohibitively expensive to

generate) in order to reliably classify program versions with lower failure rates. In

addition, special statistical and machine learning techniques have been developed

to handle this specific situation. As we discuss in Section 3.8 these techniques can

easily be grafted onto our technique in future studies, but at this point would only

make our initial analyses more complicated to interpret. As discussed in Section 3.3

and shown in Table 3.1, six versions made the 8% cutoff. Of these, versions v4, v5,

and v7 produced no fatal failures, while v9, v11, and v17 produced 86, 12, and 105

fatal failures, respectively.

For each resulting classification model we computed an error estimate, called

the Out Of Bag (OOB) errors estimate. To compute this quantity, the random

forest algorithm constructs each tree using a different bootstrap sample from the

original data. When selecting the bootstrap sample for the kth tree, only two-thirds

of the elements in the training set are considered (i.e., these elements are in the

bag). After building the kth tree, the one-third of the training set that was not used
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to build the tree (i.e., the OOB elements) is fed to the tree and classified. Given the

classification for an element n obtained as just described, let j be the class that got

most of the votes every time n was OOB. The OOB error is simply the proportion

of times that j is not equal to the actual class of n (i.e., the proportion of times n is

misclassified) averaged over all elements. This evaluation method has proven to be

unbiased in many studies. More detailed information and an extensive discussion of

this issue is provided in Breiman’s original paper [16].

3.4.2.2 Study 1 – Research Question 1

The goal of this first study is to assess whether execution data can be used

at all to predict the outcome of program runs. To do this, we selected one obvious

type of execution data–statement counts (i.e., the number of times each basic block

is executed for a given program run), and used it within our technique. We chose

statement counts because they are a simple measure and capture diverse information

that is likely to be related to various program failures. For each Jaba version there

are approximately 12,000 non-zero statement counts, one for each executed basic

block in the program.3 Following the methodology described in Section 3.4.1, we

built a classification model of program behavior for each version of the subject

program. We then evaluated those models by computing OOB error estimates and

found that statement counts were nearly perfect predictors for this data set: almost

every model had OOB error rates near zero. This result suggests that at least

3The random forest algorithm automatically discards the counts for blocks that were never

executed because they always have value zero and, thus, have no predictive power.
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this one kind of execution data might be useful in predicting program execution

outcomes.

Although statement counts were good predictors, capturing this data at user

sites can be expensive. For our subjects, instrumentation overhead accounted for

an increase of approximately 15% in the total execution time. While this may be

acceptable in some cases, it is still a considerable slowdown that may not be practical

for many applications. Moreover, the amount of information collected, one integer

per basic block, can add considerable memory and bandwidth overhead for large

programs and large numbers of executions.

3.4.2.3 Study 2 – Research Question 2

In Study 2, we investigate whether other kinds of (more compact and cheaper

to collect) execution data can also be used to reliably estimate execution outcomes.

Using statement counts as a starting point, we investigated whether other data might

yield similar prediction accuracy, but at a lower runtime cost. Note that because

statement counts contained almost perfect predictors, we did not consider richer

execution data, such as data values or paths. Instead, we considered three additional

kinds of data that require the collection of a smaller amount of information: throw

counts, catch counts, and method counts.

Throw Counts and Catch Counts Throw counts measure the number of times

each throw statement is executed in a given run. Analogously, catch counts mea-

sure the number of times each catch block is executed. Each version of Jaba has
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approximately 850 throw counts and 290 catch counts, but most of them are always

zero (i.e., the corresponding throw and catch statements are never exercised). This

is a typical situation for exception handling code which is supposed to be invoked

only in exceptional and often rare situations.

As with statement counts, we built and evaluated classification models using

throw counts as predictors. We found that throw counts are excellent predictors for

only one version (v17), with error rates well below 2%, but are very poor predictors

for all other versions. Further examination of the fault in v17 provided a straight-

forward explanation of this result. Fault #17 causes a spurious exception to be

thrown almost every time that the fault is executed and causes a failure. Therefore,

that specific exception is an almost perfect predictor for this specific kind of failure.

Most of the other throw counts refer to exceptions that are used as shortcuts to

rollback some operations when Jaba analyzes certain specific program constructs.

In other words, those exceptions are used to control the flow of execution and are

suitably handled by catch blocks in the code, so they are typically not an indicator

of a failure. Note that throw counts did not perform well for the other versions that

always fail with uncaught exceptions (i.e., v2, v9, v14, and v19) because the un-

caught exceptions are runtime exceptions—exceptions that are not explicitly thrown

in the code. Therefore, there is not a throw statement (and count) related to those

exceptions.

The results that we obtained using catch count predictors were almost iden-

tical to those obtained using throw counts. Overall, it appears that, for the data

considered, throw and catch counts do not by themselves provide wide predictive
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ability for different failures. Although this may be an artifact of the specific subject

considered, we believe that the results will generalize to other subjects. Intuitively,

we expect throw (and catch) counts to be very good predictors for some specific fail-

ures (e.g., in the trivial case of executions that terminate with fatal failures related

to explicitly-thrown exceptions). We do not expect them to predict reliably other

kinds of (more subtle) failures and to work well in general, which is consistent with

what we have found in our study.

Method Counts Method counts measure the number of times each method has

been executed in a given run. For each version of Jaba considered, there are

approximately 3,000 method counts—one for each method in the program. As

with statement counts, the random forest algorithm considered, among these 3,000,

only the 1,240 non-zero method counts. The models built using method counts

performed extremely well for all program versions. Similar to statement counts,

method counts led to models with OOB error rates near zero. Interestingly, these

results are obtained from models that use only between two and seven method

count predictors (for each program version). Therefore, method counts were as

good predictors as statement counts, but had the advantage of being much less

expensive to collect.

More generally, these results suggest there are several kinds of execution data

that may be useful for classifying execution outcomes. In fact, in our preliminary

investigations, we also considered several other kinds of data. For example, we con-

sidered branch counts and call-edge counts. Branch counts are the number of times
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each conditional block (i.e., method entries and outcomes of decision statements) is

executed. Call-edge counts are the number of times each call edge in the program is

executed, where a call edge is an edge between a call statement and the entry to the

called method. Both branch counts and call-edge counts were as good predictors as

statement or method counts.

Note that the execution data that we considered are not mutually indepen-

dent. For example, method counts can be computed from call-edge counts; and

throw counts are a subset of statement counts. It is also worth noting that we ini-

tially considered value-based execution data, and captured data about the values of

specific program variables at various program points. However, we later discarded

these data from our analysis because the compact, easy to gather count data defined

above yielded almost perfect predictors. In particular, because method counts are

excellent predictors and fairly inexpensive to collect, we decided to consider only

method counts for the rest of our investigation. (There is an additional reason to use

method counts, which is related to the statistical validity of the results, as explained

in Section 3.4.2.5.)

3.4.2.4 Study 3 – Research Question 3

The results of Study 2 show that our approach could build good predictors

consisting of only a small number of method counts (between two and seven). This

finding suggests that, at worst, our technique needs to instrument less than 130 of

the 3,000 methods (assuming 7 different methods over 19 faulty versions) to perform
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an accurate classification. We use this result as the starting point for investigating

our third research question.

One possible explanation for this result is that only these few counts contain

the relevant “failure signal.” If this is the case, then choosing exactly the right

predictors is crucially important. Another possibility is that the signal for program

failures is spread throughout the program, and that multiple counts carry essentially

the same information (i.e., they form, in effect, an equivalence class). In this case,

many different predictors may work equally well, making it less important to find

exactly the right predictors. Moreover, if many different predictor subsets are essen-

tially interchangeable, then lightweight instrumentation techniques are more likely

to be widely applicable to other remote analysis and measurement applications.

To investigate this issue, we randomly sampled a small percentage of the

method counts and then investigated the predictive power of this small subset.

More precisely, we:

1. randomly selected 1% (about 30) and 10% (about 300) of the method counts,

2. built a model based only on these counts, and

3. validated the model as described in Section 3.4.2.1.

We repeated this experiment 100 times, selecting different 1% and 10% subsets

of method counts every time. This approach is an effective way to discover if there

are many sets of common predictors that are equally significant. Without random

sampling, it is easy to be misled into identifying just a few, important predictors,
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when in fact there are other predictors which have comparable predictive capabil-

ities. Also, random sampling provides a way of assessing how easy (or difficult) it

may be to find good predictors. For instance, if 1% subsamples return a good subset

of predictors 90% of the time, the number of equally good predictors is very high.

On the other hand, if 10% subsets contain good predictors only 5% of the time, we

would conclude that good predictors are not as easily obtained.

We found that the randomly selected 1% and 10% of method counts invariably

contained a set of excellent predictors over 80% and 90% of the time, respectively.

This result suggests that many different predictor subsets are equally capable of

predicting passing and failing executions. This result is interesting because most

previous research has assumed that one should capture as much data as possible at

the user site, possibly winnowing it during later post-processing. Although ours is

still a preliminary result, it suggests that large amounts of execution data might be

safely ignored, without hurting prediction accuracy and greatly reducing runtime

overhead on user resources. (We actually measured the overhead imposed by col-

lecting such small subsets of execution data, and verified that it is almost negligible

in most cases.)

3.4.2.5 Possible Threats to the Validity of the Studies

Generality Issues All the results presented so far are related to the prediction of

the outcomes within single versions. That is, each model was trained and evaluated

on the same version of the subject program. Although a classification approach
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that works on single versions is useful, an approach that can build models that work

across versions is much more powerful and applicable. Intuitively, we can think of

a model that works across versions (i.e., a model that can identify failures due to

different faults) as a model that, to some extent, encodes the concept of “correct

behavior” of the application. Conversely, a model that works on a single version and

provides poor results on other versions, is more likely to encode only the “wrong

behavior” related to that specific fault.

Since one of our interests is in using the same models across versions, we

also studied whether there were predictors that worked consistently well across all

versions. We were able to find a common set of 11 excellent predictors for all of the

programs versions that we studied. Classification using these predictors resulted in

error rates below 7% for all versions of the data. Moreover, the models that achieved

these results never included more than 5 of those 11 predictors.

Another threat to our results, in terms of generality, is the fact that we only

considered versions with a single fault (like most of the existing literature). There-

fore, we performed a preliminary study in which we used our technique on the

versions of Jaba that contain multiple faults (see Table 3.1). In the study, we

selected predictors that worked well for single-error versions and used them for pre-

dicting versions with multiple errors. We found that, although there are instances

in which these predictors did not perform well and produced error rates around

18%, the predictors worked well most of the time, with error rates below 2%. In

Sections 3.5 and 3.6, we further discuss the use of our approach in the presence of

multiple errors. In this first set of studies, our focus is mostly on investigating and
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defining techniques that can successfully classify program executions, rather than

techniques specifically designed to recognize failures under different conditions.

Multiplicity Issues When the number of predictors is much larger than the num-

ber of data points (test cases, in our case), it is possible to find good predictors purely

by chance. When this phenomenon happens, predictors that work well on training

data do not have a real relationship to the outcome, and therefore perform poorly

on new data. If the predictors are heavily correlated, it becomes even more difficult

to decide which predictors are the best and most useful for lightweight instrumen-

tation. Inclusion of too many predictors may also have the effect of obscuring

genuinely important relationships between predictors and outcome. This problem

is a fundamental one because multiplicity issues can essentially mislead statistical

analysis and classification. Unfortunately, this issue has been overlooked by many

authors in this area.

Our first step to deal with multiplicity issues was to reduce the number of po-

tential predictors by considering method counts, the execution data with the lowest

number of entities. Furthermore, we conducted a simulation study to understand

how having too many predictors may result in some predictors that have strong

predictive powers purely by chance. The simulation was conducted as follows. We

selected a version of the subject and treated the method counts for that version as

a matrix (i.e., we arranged the counts column by column, with each row represent-

ing the counts for a particular test case). To create a randomly sampled data set,

we then fixed the row totals (counts associated with each test case), and randomly
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permuted the values within each row. In other words, we shuffled the counts among

methods, so as to obtain a set of counts that does not relate to any actual execution.

We repeated this process for each row in the data set to produce a new ran-

domly sampled data set. With the data set so created, we then randomly sampled

10% subsets of the column predictors. Our simulations of 100 iterations each showed

that a random 10% draw never (for all practical purposes) produced a set of pre-

dictors able to classify executions as “pass”/“fail” in a satisfactory manner. We

therefore concluded that the probability of obtaining, purely by chance, good pre-

dictors from a 1% random subset of the predictors 80% of the time (which is what

we observed in our study on the real data) is very slim. We can thus conclude that

the results we obtained are due to an actual relation between the occurrence of a

failure and the value of the method counts.

3.4.3 Summary Discussion

So far, our studies suggest that, for the subject and executions considered, we

could:

1. reliably classify program outcomes using execution data,

2. do it using different kinds of execution data, and

3. at least in principle, do it while ignoring a substantial percentage of potential

data items.

According to these results, we can use our technique based on random forests

and on the collection of method counts to classify remote executions. This technique
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would be useful as long as we can build our classification models through in-house

training under the developer supervision.

3.5 Classification Using Lightweight, In-The-Field Data Collection

In contrast to the previous technique which used data collected in-house, our

goal here is to define a technique that can classify executions of deployed programs

using models built from data collected in the field. As illustrated in the middle

panel of Figure 3.1, the models would be built by collecting execution data in the

field while using a lightweight, built-in oracle to label these executions. The oracle

could be based on various mechanisms, such as assertion checking, monitoring of

error handling code, or crash detection. As mentioned before, this scenario refers to

situations where we want to train the models in the field (e.g., because the number

of configurations/parameters is huge and we want to focus on the ones actually used

by the users) and more accurate oracles are too expensive or impossible (e.g., in the

case of human oracles) to attach to a deployed program. In these cases, a classi-

fication technique needs to operate on readily-collectible execution data, collected

in the field, and use these data to train the models first and classify executions ac-

cording to the models later on. The initial data collection would typically involve a

subset of software instances (e.g., instances used by beta testers), whereas the later

classification could be performed on execution data coming from any instance and

would not require the use of a built-in oracle.

As a specific instance of this general problem, we again consider classification of
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remote executions as passing or failing executions. The machine-learning technique

that we use to define our approach is, in this case, a learning technique that we have

invented called association trees. In terms of execution data, we consider just the

method entry counts that proved effective when used with our first technique (see

Section 3.4).

In the following sections, we first describe our approach based on association

tree classifiers. Then, we discuss the empirical studies that we performed to assess

and refine the approach.

3.5.1 Association Trees

Our first approach, based on random forests, created very accurate models

for the system and test cases studied. It requires, however, that every program

instance capture the same, large set of features. When the training-data collection

is performed completely in house, and on sufficiently powerful computers, this will

not be a problem. In other situations, however, the data collection and transmission

overhead could easily become unacceptable. Consider the remote failure modeling

scenario of Section 3.2.2, in which developers may wish to capture low-level execu-

tion data from fielded instances, hoping that the resulting classification models will

allow for precisely locating potential failure causes. Capturing lots of low-level data

increases overhead, which will eventually affect system performance in an unaccept-

able way.

In the random forest studies, we found that from a large (thousands) pool
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of potential predictors only a very small fraction (less than 1%) were necessary

for classification. These results suggest that an alternative approach—assuming one

can be found—could eliminate a substantial amount of the data collection overhead,

be it measured in data transmission bandwidth, runtime overhead, or code bloat.

Such an approach would also save considerable data-analysis costs, which tend to

grow polynomially with the number of potential predictors. All of these costs are

substantial, especially when training data is captured in the field. The problem with

the approach based on random forests is that it must actually collect the data and

conduct the analysis before it can determine which predictors are actually useful.

To address this problem, we first changed our instrumentation strategy. In-

stead of capturing each potential predictor in each execution, we capture only a small

subset (e.g., in our later feasibility studies we randomly selected 8%) of predictors

in each instance. This sampling drastically reduces the data collection overhead,

but creates a dataset in which nearly all of the entries are missing, which greatly

reduces the performance of tree-based techniques—traditional tree-based classifiers,

like random forests, don’t work well when many predictors are missing. For exam-

ple, one tree-based algorithm applied to this reduced data for one JABA version

produced an error rate of 8.5%, compared to an error rate below 1% when applied

to the complete data sets. To solve this problem, we developed a new classification

technique, called association trees, that works well even when different instances

capture different predictors.

The training set for the association trees algorithm is, as usual, a set of labeled

execution data. The set of execution data consists of one vector of features (i.e.,
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predictors) for each program run, and the associated label indicates the run’s out-

come. Like for our tree-based technique, in this case we consider only two outcomes:

“pass” or “fail”. Each data vector has one slot for each potential predictor. If a

predictor is collected during a given run (i.e., the corresponding program entity is

instrumented), its value is recorded in the vector; otherwise a special value (NA) is

recorded, indicating that the predictor was not collected for that run. Also as usual,

the algorithm’s output is a model that predicts the outcome of a run based on the

contents of an execution data vector. However, unlike for our tree-based technique,

in this approach the models will predict one of {“pass”, “fail”, “unknown”}, where

“unknown” means that the model is unable to make a clear prediction (because of

the lack of data).

The association trees algorithm has three stages: (1) transform the predictors

into items that are present or absent, (2) find association rules from these items,

and (3) construct a classification model based on these association rules.

1. In this first stage, the algorithm transforms the predictors into items that

are considered either present or absent, in two steps. First, it screens each

predictor and checks that the Spearman rank correlation between the predictor

and the observed outcomes exceeds a minimum threshold. (Spearman’s rank

correlation is similar to the traditional Pearson’s correlation, except that the

actual value of each variable is replaced with a rank: 1 for the largest value, 2

for the second largest value, and so on, which makes the correlation measure

less sensitive to extreme values.) The goal of this step is to discard predictors
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whose values are not correlated with outcomes and, thus, are unlikely to be

relevant for the classification.

Second, the algorithm splits the distribution of each remaining predictor into

two parts, such that the split point is the point that minimizes the p-value

of the t-test for outcome. Ideally, after the split all runs with one outcome

would have values above the split, while all runs with the other outcome would

have values below it. If the p-value is below a maximum threshold of .0005,

the algorithm creates two items: the first item is present in a given run if

the predictor’s value is below the split point; the second item is present if the

value is above the split point. Neither item is present if the corresponding

predictor was not being measured during the run. We also represent outcomes

as separate items (“pass” and “fail” for the data used in this chapter).

2. After the algorithm completes Stage 1, the original set of training data has

been transformed into a set of observations, one per run, where each observa-

tion is the set of items considered present for that run. The goal of the second

stage of the algorithm is to determine which groups of frequently occurring

items are strongly associated with each outcome. To this end, it applies the

well-known apriori data-mining algorithm [8], where it sets outcome as the

item to predict. The apriori algorithm is used extensively by the data-mining

community to efficiently find items that frequently occur together in a data set

(e.g., to discover which items, such as peanut butter and jelly, are frequently

purchased together). The algorithm can then determine which of these fre-
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quently occurring sets of items are good predictors of the presence of another

item of interest (e.g., if someone buys peanut butter and jelly, then they often

buy bread as well). In our case we want to know which sets of items are corre-

lated with successful executions or failures. These sets of items, together with

their correlations with outcomes are called association rules. Association rules

are of the form A implies B. We call A the antecedent, and B the consequent of

the rule. Each rule needs a minimum support : the antecedent must appear in

a certain fraction of all observations for the rule to be considered potentially

valid. Each rule also needs a minimum confidence: when the antecedent is

present in an observation, the consequent must also be present in the obser-

vation for a predefined fraction of the observations (the value of this fraction

represents the confidence). Typically, we set the confidence level to 1 if we

assume outcomes are deterministic. The confidence level can be decreased if

we wish to consider non-deterministic outcomes as well. As explained in Sec-

tion 3.5.2, in our empirical evaluation of the approach, we vary the required

supports to experiment with different settings, but typically set the support

for rules predicting successful executions to be several times greater than that

for predicting failed ones (because failures tend to occur far less often than suc-

cesses). Finally, to reduce computation times, we choose to limit the length of

association rules to three. Therefore if four items must be present to perfectly

predict an outcome, our algorithm will not be able to find the corresponding

rule (in these studies).
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3. The third and last stage of the algorithm performs outcome prediction using

the association rules produced in the previous stage. Given a new run, the

algorithm finds the rules that apply to it. If all applicable rules give the same

outcome, then it returns that outcome as the prediction. If there is disagree-

ment, or there are no applicable rules, the algorithm returns a prediction of

“unknown.” We chose this unanimous voting scheme to be conservative. One

might also decide to use simple majority voting or a weighted voting scheme

(if the penalties for incorrectly predicting different outcomes are uneven).

3.5.2 Empirical Evaluation

3.5.2.1 Set-up

In this study, we use the data discussed in Section 3.3. The instrumentation

measured the 1,240 method-entry counts greater than zero as possible features. From

this complete data set, we created simulated program instances that represented a

hypothetical situation in which each instance is instrumented to collect measures

for 100 features. To this end, for each simulated instance, we randomly selected

100 features; the remaining ones correspond to features whose instrumentation was

not activated and, thus, whose measures were not collected for that instance. We

then applied the association tree algorithm to this data under various parameter

settings. Note that the goal of these initial tests is simply to determine whether

some points in the parameter space yield good classifications models. We leave a

more exhaustive analysis of parameter effects and tradeoffs to later investigations.
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We list and discuss the parameters considered.

• Test suite size: we assigned a random sample of b test cases to each simulated

instance. Therefore, each instance executed b test cases, producing 100 unique

predictors for each test case run. For each program version, we executed 18,000

total test runs, with test suite sizes of b = 6, 12 or 24 across 3,000, 1,500, and

750 simulated instances, respectively. One half of the data was used as a

training set. The rest was used for cross validation.

• Support and confidence: we used a minimum support of 1 for both failures

and successes because we consider the outcomes to be deterministic. We set

minimum confidences of .0066, .0033, and .0016 for rules predicting success,

and .001 and .0005 for rules predicting failure.

• Correlation thresholds : In Stage 1 of the algorithm, we discarded predictors

from consideration if they did not have a minimum Spearman rank correlation

with outcomes of at least 0.4, 0.3, or 0.2.

Performance measures: For every run of the algorithm, we captured several

performance measures:

• Coverage: The percentage of runs for which the model predicts either “pass”

or “fail” (i.e., 1− percentage of “unknown′′).

• Overall misclassification: The percentage of runs whose outcome was incor-

rectly predicted.
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• False positives : The percentage of runs predicted to be “pass” that instead

failed.

• False negatives : The percentage of runs predicted to be “fail” that instead

passed.

3.5.2.2 Results

We constructed about 90 different association tree models across the single-

and multiple-fault versions of JABA used in the previous study. Figure 3.4 depicts

the various performance metrics. For each metric, the figure shows the aggregated

results for all versions (All Data), the results for single-fault versions only (1−Fault),

and the results for multiple-fault versions only (N − Fault). Across all versions

and settings, we found coverages ranging from 2% to 95% with a median of 63%.

Coverage was substantially higher for single-fault versions (median of 74%) than for

multiple-fault versions (median of 54%).

Overall misclassification ranged from 0% to 10%, with a median of 2%. There

was little difference between single- and multiple-fault versions.

False positives had a median of 0% and a 75th percentile of 3%. Due to a few

outliers, however, the distribution ranged from 0% to 100%. We found that all 7 of

these outliers occurred on multiple-fault versions, with correlation thresholds of .3 or

.4, and when coverage was less than 20%. Also, in each case, the accompanying false

negative percentage was always 0%. In these cases, the high correlation threshold

caused many predictors to be discarded. Few rules for passing runs were generated
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Figure 3.4: Association tree results.

and, thus, all of the passing runs in the test data were predicted to be “unknown”

or “fail.”

False negatives, like false positives, were generally low. The median false

negative percentage was 10%. The 75th percentile was also low, 22%. Again, there

were some (3) outliers with 100% false negative percentage and 0% false positive

percentages. This time however, the outliers were all for runs of version 11, a single-

fault version, and had 70% or more coverage.

Because one of the goals of this evaluation is to refine and tune our approach,

we have also analyzed and made some tentative observations concerning the param-

eters used in building association trees.

Test suite size did not appear to be influential. We found results of various

quality with every size. Given that we restricted the length of association rules
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to three and that we observed between 750 and 3000 instances, with each instance

having roughly 1/12th of the possible predictors in it, then we should expect to have

good coverage of all potential items by chance.

Increasing support for passing runs had a strong effect on coverage, but much

less effect for the failing runs. This situation occurs because, with a lower support

for passing runs, we find more rules for predicting “pass” (the much more frequently

appearing class) and can thus predict correctly in more cases. The main effect of

increasing support for failing runs was to decrease false negatives and to increase

false positives.

The coarsest tuning parameter was the minimum correlation needed between

the predictors and the outcomes. When it was set too low (0.1), far too many rules

were found, which can greatly slow down the algorithm and even make it run out of

memory while trying to find rules. Conversely, when the minimum correlation is too

high, too few rules may be found. In our experiment, settings of 0.2 or 0.3 tended

to give good results, while settings of 0.1 or 0.4 tended to perform much worse.

3.5.3 Summary Discussion

Although still preliminary, our results suggest that our association-tree tech-

nique performed almost as well as our tree-based technique defined in Section 3.4,

albeit with a few outliers. In terms of data collection costs per instance, however,

this new approach is considerably less expensive. Our random-forests technique, like

all classification techniques that we know, measures all possible predictors across all
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instances. (Even techniques that do sampling, such as the one from Liblit and col-

leagues [54, 58], still collect data for each predictor, therefore missing opportunities

for reducing instrumentation and data-transfer costs.) Conversely, our association

trees approach instrumented only about 8% of the potential predictors in any given

instance. Therefore, this second technique is likely to be applicable in cases where

lightweight instrumentation is preferable (or necessary), and where a slightly less

accurate classification is acceptable.

This new approach, although successful, has some issues that may limit its

applicability in some contexts.

• First, the technique requires all (sampled) data to be collected before modeling

begins, but gives no help in determining exactly how many instances and test

cases are needed to build adequate models. In our studies, we arbitrarily chose

to use a number of instances and executions (test cases, in the study) that goes

from 3000 instances running 6 test cases each to 750 instances running 24 test

cases each. We currently lack theoretical or heuristic support for deciding how

much data to collect.

• Second, the technique gives no help in selecting the modeling parameters.

Therefore, developers must rely on trial and error guessing, which can be

problematic in some situations. For example, in some cases we created good

models with a correlation threshold of 0.1, but in other cases we ran out

of memory on a machine with 1 GB of RAM with the same value of that

parameter.
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• Third, the technique may under-sample useful predictors. This issue is related

to the first problem, in that the algorithm does not help in determining the

minimum number of runs needed to build good models. If there are very few

useful predictors and not enough runs, then it is possible to miss important

predictors (or combinations thereof).

• Finally, the technique does not adapt easily to changes in the observed systems

and in their usage; it must be rerun from scratch when changes occur. It

would be useful and much more cost-effective if the models could be adapted

incrementally.

3.6 Classification Using Adaptive Sampling

As in the previous section, our goal here is to define a technique that can

classify executions of deployed programs using models built from data collected in

the field. The key difference is that here we also want our data collection strategy

to be adaptive: information gleaned from early runs will help determine which data

to collect during later runs. As we further discuss later, this approach can be used

to reduce the process’ time to completion and also reduce the total amount of data

collected. All other aspects of the overall technique such as oracle characteristics,

classification tasks, type of data collected, and underlying assumptions are the same

as for the previous technique.
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3.6.1 Adaptive Sampling

One limitation of the basic association tree technique described in Section 3.5

is that the algorithm treats all potential predictors as equally important, all of the

time. That is, the algorithm selects which predictors to collect in a given instance by

taking uniform random samples of all possible predictors. Because of this, if it takes

a long time to collect execution data from deployed instances (as it might happen

in the scenario about performance modeling of fielded executions in Section 3.2.2)

and/or if only a small percentage of the predictors are actually useful for building

good classification models, then the basic association tree algorithm may take a

considerable time to complete and may fail to capture important association rules.

Suppose, for instance, that for a given system runs fail only when method x

and method y are each executed more than 64 times in the same run. Suppose

further that there are many possible predictors, a small percentage of them are

enabled on each instance, and there are relatively few failing runs. In this case,

it is possible that methods x and y are rarely sampled together in the same run.

Therefore, the failure cause will not be identified or will at least take a long time

to identify. Basically, by giving all predictors the same likelihood of being collected,

the algorithm can spread resources too thinly, leading to poor models.

In these situations, finding ways to rule out useless predictors early could

greatly improve the algorithm’s costs effectiveness. To tackle this problem, we cre-

ated an incremental association tree algorithm called adaptive sampling association

trees. This algorithm incrementally learns which predictors have demonstrated pre-
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dictive power in the past and then preferentially instruments them in future in-

stances, while deemphasizing the other predictors. Important expected benefits of

such an approach are that it should allow for:

1. reducing the amount of data collection required,

2. eliminating the need to guess at many of the parameter settings

3. naturally adapting models over time (instead of requiring complete recalibra-

tion every time the system, its environment, or its usage patterns change).

To do adaptive sampling, our algorithm first associates a weight with each

predictor. Initial weights can be set in many different ways. For example, they can

be based on the developers’ knowledge of interesting (i.e., problematic) modules or

paths. In the experiments described below, we simply used a uniform weighting of

1 for each possible predictor.

When a new instance is ready to run, the algorithm queries a central server

for the k predictors to be collected in the instance (which, in turn, define which

measurement instrumentation will be enabled in that instance). The server then

selects without replacement the k features to be measured from the set of possible

features. Unlike the basic association trees algorithm, which gives equal weights to

all predictors, the adaptive sampling association trees algorithm sets the selection

probability of each predictor to be the predictor’s weight divided by the total weight

of all predictors. Next, the measurement of the selected features is enabled in the

instance so that, when it is executed, the resulting execution data are returned to a

central collection site.
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At that point, the algorithm tests whether the collected predictors are related

to the outcome (“pass” or “fail,” in this case). For each predictor measured, the

algorithm computes the Spearman rank correlation between the values observed for

this predictor and the outcomes of all runs in which the predictor was collected.

If the Spearman’s rank correlation is above a minimum threshold, the algorithm

increases the predictor’s weight by one.

If, over the universe of all possible inputs, the Spearman rank correlation of

any useful predictor is above our threshold, it is easy to show that, asymptotically

in the number of executions, the algorithm will sample it at a high rate. Similarly, if

any predictor has a Spearman rank correlation below the threshold, it will eventually

drop out of the set of predictors sampled.

Once the algorithm has collected data from a sufficient number of instances, it

creates association rules following the same approach as the basic association trees

algorithm. The key difference is that, by using a non-uniform sampling strategy, the

algorithm is more likely to have heavily sampled the useful predictors, while lightly

sampling less useful ones. Consequently, we expect to find more correct rules and

fewer incorrect ones at any support level with this new algorithm.

3.6.2 Empirical Evaluation

3.6.2.1 Set-up

We used the same data in this study that we used in the previous studies:

method counts as execution features measured, and “pass” and “fail” as the possible
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behaviors. We then simulated 500 instances of each of the single- and multi-fault

JABA versions (see Table 3.1) as follows. For each instance, we randomly selected

100 features (i.e., method counts) to collect and k runs (i.e., test case executions),

where k is a random number following a Poisson(12) distribution. Half of the runs

were allocated to the training set, and the rest were used for cross validation. As

discussed above, we assigned to all features an initial weight of 1. After each run, the

algorithm increased by 1 the weights of any features that were strongly correlated

with the outcome (i.e., Spearman rank correlation above 0.3 in absolute value).

Overall, our training and our test sets comprised an average of 3,000 test cases,

each collecting 100 predictors. Basic association trees, in contrast, executed 9,000

test cases with 100 predictors each. (Note that we actually considered 18,000 test

runs for the basic association trees, but used only half of the data as a training

set, as discussed in Section 3.5.2). We measured the performance of each adaptive

sampling association tree using the same four measures used in the previous study

(see Section 3.5.2).

3.6.2.2 Results

Using the adaptive sampling algorithm, we constructed models (i.e., associa-

tion rules) for each of the JABA versions used in earlier studies. In the few cases

where a given model performed poorly (i.e., produced a false positives rate over 20%

or coverage below 80%), we allowed ourselves to change support levels for failure

rules and/or for success rules.
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Figure 3.5: Adaptive sampling association tree results

This strategy mimics the tuning process a developer could perform in practice.

There was some variability in the number of iterations needed for the results to

converge. This variability is present because the time to discover relevant features

varies—if it takes a while to discover good features, then, obviously, more iterations

of the process are needed before obtaining good results.

Figure 3.5 depicts the various performance metrics for the final models. Across

all models, coverage ranged from a minimum of 67.3% to a maximum of 99.6%. The

median coverage was 88.3%. As the figure shows, coverage was substantially higher

for single-fault versions (median of 91.25% for 1-Flt) than for multiple-fault versions

(median of 79.86% for N-Flt).

Overall misclassification ranged from 0% to 7%, with a median of 0.7%. Mis-

classification was lower for single-fault versions than for multiple-fault versions
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(0.09% median versus 4.2% median), although both are quite low in practical terms.

False positive percentage ranged from 0% to about 10% due to a few outliers.

The 3rd quartile, for instance, is 2.2% false positives. Also in this case, single-fault

versions had fewer false positives than multiple-fault versions (0.02% median versus

1.4% median), but both were low in practical terms.

Finally, false negative percentages range from 0% to 28.6%. The median was

4%, and the 3rd quartile was 8.2%. Single-fault versions had fewer false negatives

than multiple-fault versions (0.33% median vs. 6.4% median).

To examine the scalability of this approach, we also applied it to the much

more voluminous statement count data (about 12,000 possible features as opposed

to about 1,240 possible features in the case of non-zero method counts). We applied

the technique to the 6 single-fault JABA versions using less than 450 instances and

collecting less than 600 predictors (less than 5% of the total) per run. The results

are shown in Table 3.2. As the table shows, coverage is over 90% on average, and

false positives, false negatives, and overall misclassification are close to zero in every

case. These results suggest that adaptive sampling may scale nicely and, thus, allow

for classification of the larger programs and much larger data sets that we would

expect to see in practice.

3.6.3 Summary Discussion

Our results suggest that the adaptive sampling association trees approach can

perform almost as well as the random forest approach used in Section 3.4 and as
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Version Coverage False.pos False.neg Misclass

v4 0.87 0.02 0.01 0.01
v5 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00
v7 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.00
v9 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.00
v11 0.79 0.00 0.00 0.00
v17 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 3.2: Adaptive sampling association trees built with statement counts

well or better than the basic association tree approach from Section 3.5.

Figure 3.6 depicts the results obtained for the basic association trees side by

side with those obtained for the adaptive sampling association trees. To perform this

comparison as fairly as possible, we selected the “best” basic association trees results

for each version. This is necessary because our basic association trees study included

models built with non-optimal parameter settings. Note, however, that since we have

four different performance measures, the definition of best is necessarily subjective.

In this case, we have preferred models with higher coverage and lower false negatives

because software developers are often more interested in identifying failing runs than

passing runs. As shown in the figure, by sampling adaptively we generally achieved

higher coverage and lower misclassification rates, with significantly less variability

between versions.

In addition, in terms of data collection costs, our new approach is significantly

cheaper than the previous two approaches. Random forests instrumented all possible

1,240 predictors over 707 test case runs. Association trees instrumented only 100

predictors, but used 9,000 runs. Our final approach instead instrumented only

100 predictors over 3,000 runs. Moreover, since the adaptive sampling approach
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Figure 3.6: Basic association trees vs. adaptive sampling association trees.

often converged well before processing the execution data from all scheduled runs,

this result is an upper bound on the number of runs needed by the algorithm.

One important implication of these savings is that we were able to generate all

desired models, whereas the basic association trees algorithm occasionally ran out

of memory. Finally, adaptive sampling allowed us to scale up to more voluminous,

lower-level data (statement counts instead of method counts) easily and successfully.

Although quite effective in our tests, adaptive sampling has some limitations

as well. The key limitation we found is that the approach necessarily introduces a

sequential dependence among instrumented instances. That is, in its simplest im-

plementation, adaptive sampling would not select the predictors for instance i and

deploy it until (1) instance i − 1 had returned its data and (2) predictor weights

had been are updated (we call this dependence lag-1 dependence). There are many
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workarounds to this issue. For example, we could instrument instances in batches or

loosen the dependences by considering lag-k rather than lag-1 approaches. Never-

theless, some sequential ordering must remain (or the technique simply degenerates

to basic association trees).

Such dependences might render adaptive sampling unacceptable in certain

situations, which include cases where many instances are deployed at the same time

and it is impossible or undesirable to update them in the field, and cases where

observation periods are relatively short, but many runs must be instrumented. In

the first case, adaptive sampling is impossible. In the second case, it might result in

unacceptable slow-downs of the deployed instances. In both cases, thus, developers

might prefer using the uniform sampling offered by basic association trees.

3.7 Overhead Weighted Adaptive Sampling

The previous section of this chapter present and evaluate an improved im-

plementation of adaptive sampling association trees. While this approach builds

accurate classification models, requiring less training data than other existing tech-

niques; one problem is that while on average this approach reduces runtime data

collection overhead, it may still be very expensive. This is especially true when

overheads are non-uniform. For instance, a counter on a frequently executed path

will create much more overhead than a similar counter on the first line of the main

program.

This section presents an empirical evaluation of an improvement to the pre-
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vious approach. This improvement generalizes the criteria for adjusting sampling

weights from benefit only (rewarding predictive power) to cost and benefit (reward-

ing predictive power and low observed runtime overhead). In other words our new

adaptation goal is to maximize information content, while minimizing runtime over-

head, given a fixed number of measurement instruments.

First, the new approach is compared to the performance of the previously

presented adaptive sampling association trees. Then, we examine in detail how the

new approach affects instruments sampling frequencies and analyze how this affects

the runtime overhead of the modified approach.

3.7.1 Weighted Adaptive Sampling

The studies discussed in Section 3.6.1 show that adaptive sampling associ-

ation trees create effective classification models, while requiring substantially less

data than other existing techniques. Despite these successes, however, it has some

limitations as well. In particular, since the algorithm solely considers the correla-

tion of a predictor to the outcomes (a benefit-only measure), it can heavily sample

predictors that incur high run-time overheads. In addition, even among “good”

predictors, some predictors are better than others. To improve this situation, we

have developed an alternative weighting criteria that factors in both the strength of

a predictor effectiveness and its observed cost history.
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3.7.2 The Cost-Benefit Function

When updating a predictor’s weight we first determine whether its values are

strongly correlated with execution outcome. As in Section 3.6.1, if the absolute

value of the Spearman rank correlation is less than 0.3, the predictor is considered

to be poor and its weight remains unchanged.

Otherwise, the weight is incremented by the ratio of benefit to cost. Our

cost function is the proportion of the total number of measurements made by each

instrument to the total number made by all instruments. (I.e. the frequency of

this predictor relative to all measurements instrumented in the test instance.) The

goal is to compute the average relative overhead incurred whenever this predictor is

enabled.

We used a function of the correlation to measure the benefit of each predictor.

We wanted a benefit function with a large range, easily distinguish amongst “good”

predictors. However, the absolute value of correlation is in [0, 1]. We use a modifi-

cation of the logistic function to map from the unit interval to the positive real line.

The logistic function is

logit(x) = log(
x

1− x
)

and maps [0, 1] to the positive real line. If the absolute value of the correlation is r,

we use

x = (r + .99)/2

and then use the logistic function as above. Since r is guaranteed to be greater than

.3 to be qualified as “good,” this transform will result in a benefit on the interval
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[.597, 5.29]. If we used 1 instead of .99, the transform would be unbounded, allowing

for infinite weights, and the resultant computational issues.

Every time we identify a “good” predictor, we increase the weight by the

benefit divided by the cost. This gives the potential for very large weights since, with

over 1,000 predictors, the average cost of a predictor is less than 1/1000. In contrast

to our previous system of trying uniform weights, this system will preferentially

select the better of the “good” predictors, and the “good” predictors which give the

least overhead in collecting the data. Also, the chosen predictors are stable; once we

find a “good” predictor, we are very likely to keep measuring it in future iterations.

3.7.3 Empirical Evaluation

3.7.3.1 Set-up

We once again used the same data used in previous sections this time focussing

on the much more voluminous statement count features to examine the scalability

issues with our overhead weighted approach. As in Section 3.5.2, the JABA data

set was using, with about 12,000 possible predictors (as opposed to about 1,240

possible features using method counts). We applied the technique to the 6 single-

fault JABA versions using no more than 450 instances and k runs, where, again,

k is a random number following a Poisson(12) distribution. For each instance we

randomly selected no more than 600 predictors (less than 5% of the total). Again half

the data is assigned to the training set and half to the test set. Outcomes were again

limited to the same two “pass” and “fail” possible outcomes. As discussed above,
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after each run, the overhead-weighted approach increases the weights of strongly

correlated features (i.e., Spearman rank correlation above 0.3 in absolute value)

using the cost-benefit function defined in Section 3.7.2. Overall, our training and

our test sets each comprised an average of roughly 3,000 test cases, each collecting

no more than 600 statement count features for each program instance.

Performance measures: For every run of the algorithm, we captured the same

performance measures as before:

• Coverage: The percentage of runs for which the model predicts either “pass”

or “fail” (i.e., 1− percentage of “unknown′′).

• Overall misclassification: The percentage of runs whose outcome was incor-

rectly predicted.

• False positives : The percentage of runs predicted to be “pass” that instead

failed.

• False negatives : The percentage of runs predicted to be “fail” that instead

passed.

3.7.3.2 Results

We constructed models (i.e. association rules) using our new overhead weighted

adaptive sampling algorithm for each JABA version used in the previous sections.

Again if a model performed poorly, we allowed ourselves to tune the support levels–

mimicking common real-world development practice. Figure 3.7 depicts the various
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Figure 3.7: Weighted utility adaptive sampling association tree results.

performance metrics for these models. Across all data, coverage ranged from a min-

imum of 62% to a maximum of 99.7%. The median coverage was 83%. As the figure

shows, coverage was substantially higher for single-fault versions (median of 96% for

1-Fault) than for multiple-fault versions (median of 75% for N -Fault).

Examining the results in detail, overall misclassification ranged from 0% to 3%,

with a median of 0.3%. Misclassification was acceptably low for single-fault versions

and for multiple-fault versions (0.1% median versus 0.9% median). False positive

percentages range from 0% to 3%. The median was 0%. Single-fault versions again

did better, but both single- and multi-fault instances performed well (0% and 0.8%

median values, respectively). Looking at false negative percentages, they ranged

from 0% to about 25% due to two outliers. The 3rd quartile, for instance, is 4%

for false negatives. Also in this case, single-fault versions performed measurably

better than multi-fault versions, having fewer false negatives (0.3% median versus
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3% median for the multi-fault versions). But, both measures were low in practical

terms.

Finally, we compare the new overhead weighted adaptive sampling approach

to the previous adaptive sampling approach. Referring to Table 3.2 for a summary

of the statement count results for basic adaptive sampling association trees – we

saw that overhead weighted approach made fewer predictions (median coverage was

91% vs 83%). However, the overhead weighting shows comparable prediction qual-

ity as the previous approach. We see that the new approach has similar overall

misclassification rates (0.3% vs 0.2%). Overhead weighting produces slightly lower

false positive percentage (0.0% vs 0.3%), but higher false negative rates (0.7% vs

0.1%). Overall these results suggest that in terms of performance overhead weighted

adaptive sampling was competitive with basic adaptive sampling.

3.7.3.3 Weighting Schemes Analysis

So far we have seen that the accuracy of models built using overhead weighted

adaptive sampling is very close to those built with our initial adaptive sampling ap-

proach. Next we examine whether our original goal for moving to the new weighting

scheme – to reduce runtime overhead – has been met.

Our first analysis of this question was to examine the 100 highest weight

predictors under the old and new weighting strategies. We then went back to the raw

data and computed the average number of times each of the high-weight predictors

was executed in runs in which it was enabled. This computation gives a picture
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of the average overhead incurred by each predictor. We find that the old adaptive

sampling approach incurs substantially higher overhead than does our new, overhead

weighted approach; a median of 16626 executions versus just 268 executions with

the new weighting algorithm.

Our second analysis focused on versions specific versions of JABA (namely,

4, 17, and 28) to see how the weights selected by our overhead weighted adaptive

sampling technique compared to other measures of the variable importance. In

particular, the random forests [16] learning technique returns an importance measure

of each predictor which helps to quantify how much the quality of the prediction

would be degraded if each predictor were removed. We compared our weights to the

random forest importance measure using Spearman’s Rank Correlation (while the

scales of the two systems aren’t directly comparable, the rankings of the predictors

are). Looking at the set of all predictors, we found a correlation of 0.15, which

indicates a weak relationship. We then looked at the correlation of predictors which

were declared “good” by one method or the other – where “good” is defined to

be a weight above 1, an random forests importance above 0, or a random forests

importance above 2. In all three cases, the relationship was weakest when looking

at the set of predictors with weights above 1, where the Spearman Rank Correlation

is negative for versions 4 and 17 (-0.13 and -0.31), and 0.05 for version 28. The

correlation was larger on the set of predictors with importance above 0 (0.07, 0.01,

and 0.15 respectively), and largest on the set of predictors with importance above

2 (0.14,0.26, and 0.30). Version 28 is notable for having nearly all its predictors

having importance above 0, as opposed to the other versions which had only a third
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of the predictors qualify.

We illustrate this in figure 3.8; the figure plots weights from version 17, where

the dark circles represent the points that have random forest importance measures

above 2. Note that while the two methods agree on the best predictors, most of the

other highly weighted predictors have importance measures between 0 and 2.
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Figure 3.8: Overhead Weighted Sampling Weights for Version 17. Open circles

have Random Forest Importance measures below 2, filled circles have Importance

Measure greater than 2

3.7.4 Summary Discussion

Our results suggest that the overhead weighted adaptive sampling approach

produces reasonably good results (in comparison to adaptive sampling association

trees), but somewhat sacrifices coverage. But the initial results don’t tell the whole

story; empirical analysis of the weighting scheme shows that our utility function

lowered costs by over 98%, substantially decreasing the processing and transmission
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overhead of the instrumentation data. Our analysis finds that overhead weighted

adaptive sampling takes advantage of the redundancy in the data to discover the

“good” predictors with low cost. Given that we have previously shown that there

are multiple sets of predictors which can be used to good effect; it preferentially

selects cheaper predictors than those selected if guided by standard techniques like

random forests or even pure correlation as in the basic adaptive sampling association

trees.

In particular, this new approach addresses one of the limitations of adaptive

sampling association trees; namely, that the resulting instrumentation would lead to

unacceptable slow-downs in fielded instances. With only 2% of the runtime overhead

of the our previous approach, this is distinctly less likely to be a problem with the

new weighting algorithm.

Although overhead weighted adaptive sampling association trees are more ef-

ficient than our previous methodology, one of the same limitations presented in Sec-

tion 3.6.3 remains a concern. The approach is necessarily dependent on results from

previous instrumented test instances (lag-1 dependence). While the same mitigation

techniques could be used (batch instrumentation or using historical instrumentation

data), in circumstances where the incremental process of adaptive association trees

are unacceptable, overhead weighting may not be appropriate either.
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3.8 Related Work

Several software engineering researchers have studied techniques for modeling

and predicting program execution behaviors. Researchers in other fields have also

studied one or more of the general techniques underlying this problem. In this

section we discuss some recent work in these areas.

Classifying Program Executions Podgurski and colleagues [29, 30, 39, 52, 72]

present a set of techniques for clustering program executions. The goal of their work

is to support automated fault detection and failure classification. For example, in

one effort they use cluster analysis to group execution profiles taken from fielded

programs. They show that the resulting clusters help to partition execution profiles

stemming from different failures. This work, like ours, considers different execution

data and selects the ones with most predictive power, but it has two main limitations

when compared with our approach. First, their model construction requires the

collection of all predictors for all executions. Second, their work assumes that a

program’s failure status is either obvious (e.g., a crash) or is provided by an external

source (e.g., the user).

Bowring, Rehg, and Harrold [13] classify program executions using a technique

based on Markov models. Their models consider only one specific feature of pro-

gram executions: program branches. Our work considers a large set of features and

assesses their usefulness in predicting program behaviors. Also, the models used by

Bowring and colleagues require complete branch-profiling information, whereas we

found that our approaches can generally perform well with only minimal informa-
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tion.

Brun and Ernst [17] use two machine learning approaches to identify program

execution behaviors that are likely to be present during faulty program runs. This

approach first generates the program abstractions based on test runs and then uses

machine learning techniques to find those abstractions that are predictive of program

failures. This approach is related to ours because it also uses machine-learning

techniques to classify some aspects of program executions. However, their approach

does not consider the implications of acquiring the necessary execution data from

fielded programs.

Execution Profiling Our research draws heavily on the methods and techniques

of run-time performance measurement, particularly issues related to program instru-

mentation. One simple way to instrument a program is to place probes (instrumen-

tation code) at all important program points (e.g., entrances to basic blocks). As the

programs runs, instrumentation code executes each time control reaches them. Exe-

cuting the probes causes data to be calculated and recorded. Of course, this simple

approach can generate enormous amounts of data. For instance, Hollingsworth [47]

presents an example from a distributed application that generated over 2Mb of data

per second per node! Moreover, such instrumentation can substantially perturb the

very performance developers are trying to observe. Consequently, researchers have

explored techniques to lower instrumentation overhead.

Arnold and Ryder [11] present an approach for reducing the cost of instru-

mented code using sampling. The approach is based on (1) having two versions of
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the code, one instrumented and one non-instrumented, and (2) switching between

the two versions of the code based on sample frequency that can be dynamically mod-

ified. They investigate the tradeoff between overhead and accuracy of the approach

and show that it is possible to collect accurate profiling information with a low

overhead. This approach is related to ours, in that it also tries to infer information

about the program behavior (profiles, in this case) through partial instrumentation.

Traub et al. [79] present an approach in which they use few probes and collect

data infrequently. With this approach, called ephemeral instrumentation, probes

and groups of probes that work together are statically inserted into the host pro-

gram. The probes cycle between enabled and disabled states. Traub et al. use

this approach to capture branch biases, while adding only 1%–5% overhead to the

program and while computing estimated results that are close to the actual ones.

Miller, Hollingsworth and colleagues [63] have developed a dynamic run-time

instrumentation system called ParaDyn and an associated API called DynInst. This

system allows developers to dynamically change the location of probes and their

functionality at run-time. This general mechanism can be used to implement strate-

gies like ephemeral instrumentation, and allows probes to change functionality on

the fly.

Anderson et al. [9] present work in which they use no software probes and

collect data infrequently. While the program is running, they randomly interrupt

it and capture the value of the program counter (or other available hardware reg-

isters). Using this information they statistically estimate the percentage of time

each instruction is executed. Assuming they run the program long enough, they
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claim that they can generate a reasonably accurate model with overheads of less

than 5%. This approach lets them reduce overheads by putting no probes directly

into the host program. The approach simulates the effect of changing the probe

locations, whereas sampling lets them limit the amount of data they capture. A

chief disadvantage of this approach is that it is very limited in the kind of data it

can gather.

There are numerous other approaches to instrumentation; among the most

prominent are techniques such as ATOM [77], EEL [50] ETCH [75], and Mahler [80].

Machine Learning and Statistical Analysis Our work also relies heavily on

techniques for learning models that distinguish binary outcomes, such as passing

runs from failing runs. One particularly important issue is dealing with data sets in

which failure is rare. For example, if a system’s failure rate is 0.1%, then a data set

of 1M runs would be expected to contain only 100 failing runs. In these situations,

it can be hard to classify the rare outcome.

Several general strategies have been proposed to deal with this problem. One

approach, called boosting, involves multiphase classification techniques that place

special emphasis on classifying the rare outcome accurately. For example, Joshi

and colleagues [48] developed a two-phase approach in which they first learn a

good set of overall classification rules, and then take a second pass through the

data to learn rules that reduce misclassifications of the rare outcomes. Similarly,

Fan and colleagues [35] developed a family of multiphase classification techniques,

called AdaCost and AdaBoost, in which each instance to be classified has its own
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misclassification penalty. Over time the penalties for wrongly-classified training

instances are increased, while those of correctly-predicted instances are decreased.

An alternative approach is to build a probabilistic model of the frequently-

occurring outcome and then use an anomaly detection approach to identify in-

stances that deviate significantly from normal as producing the rare outcome. This

approach, called anomaly detection, is frequently used in problem areas such as

computer and network security [51] and autonomic computing [40].

Partial Data Collection Our research is also related to approaches that aim to

infer properties of executions by collecting partial data, either through sampling or

by collecting data at different granularities.

Liblit and colleagues [54, 58] use statistical techniques to sample execution

data collected from real users and use the collected data to perform fault localiza-

tion. Although related to our work, their approach is mostly targeted to supporting

debugging and has, thus, a narrower focus. Furthermore, although their data col-

lection approach is time efficient because it aggressively samples the execution data,

they still may incur space-related issues: they must add instrumentation to mea-

sure all predictors (predicates, in their case) in all instances, which may lead to code

bloat, and collect one item per predictor for each execution, which may result in

a considerable amount of data being collected from each deployed instance. Our

techniques based on association trees do not have these problems because they can

build reliable models while collecting only a small fraction of execution data from

each instance. Finally, like Podgurski’s work described above, Liblit and colleagues
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require failure status to be provided by an external source. In fact, their approach

could probably leverage the classification techniques presented in this chapter.

Pavlopoulou and Young [70] developed an approach, called residual testing,

for collecting program coverage information in program instances deployed in the

field. This approach restricts the placement to instrumentation in fielded instances

to locations not covered during in-house testing. Although related to ours because it

also partially instruments deployed software, this approach has very different goals

and uses different techniques. In particular, the approach does not perform any kind

of classification of program outcomes.

Elbaum and Diep [34] perform an extensive analysis of different profiling tech-

niques for deployed software, including the one from Pavlopoulou and Young dis-

cussed above. To this end, they collect a number of execution data from deployed

instances of a subject program and assess how such data can help quality-assurance

activities. In particular, they investigate how the granularity and completeness of

the data affect the effectiveness of the techniques that rely on such data. This work

provides information that we could leverage within our work (e.g., the cost of col-

lecting some kinds of data and the usefulness of such data for specific tasks) and,

at the same time, could benefit from the results of our work (e.g., to use predicted

outcomes as triggers for the data collection).

We conclude this section by noting that several methodological and statistical

issues that we addressed in this chapter have not been adequately covered in the

existing software engineering literature so far. In particular, we describe some useful

heuristics for separating genuine relationships between predictors and outcomes from
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spurious predictor-response relationships. Considering this issue is particularly im-

portant when the classification techniques are used to support software-engineering

tasks: for these tasks, it is easy to define vast numbers of predictors, but it is

typically quite costly to actually collect a sufficiently-large number of data points.

3.9 Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we have presented and studied four techniques—random forests,

association trees, adaptive sampling association trees, and overhead weighted adap-

tive association trees–whose goals are to automatically classify program execution

data as coming from program executions with specific outcomes. More specifically,

in this investigation we focused on a binary outcome: passing versus failing. These

techniques can support various analyses of deployed software that would be other-

wise impractical or impossible. For instance, they can allow developers to gather

detailed information about a wide variety of meaningful program behaviors. They

can also allow programs to trigger targeted measurements only when specific failures

are likely to occur.

The empirical evaluation and investigation of our techniques suffers, like all

empirical studies, from various threats to validity. The main threats are that we

studied only a single system, considered only two possible outcomes, exercised the

system with a limited set of test cases, and focused only on versions with failure

rates higher than 8%. Nevertheless, the system is sufficiently large and complex

to have non-obvious behaviors, the faults are real (in that they originally occurred
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during the system’s development), and the test suite includes tests (obtained from

users) that represent real usages of the system. Therefore, we can draw some initial

conclusions about the effectiveness and applicability of our techniques.

In our initial studies, we examined three fundamental questions about clas-

sification techniques. Our results showed that, for the cases considered, we could

reliably classify binary program outcomes using various kinds of execution data

(e.g., statement counts). We were able to build accurate models for single system

versions with one fault, single system versions with multiple faults, and for multiple

system versions. We also found that models based on method counts were as ac-

curate as those built from statement counts. Finally, we conducted several further

analyses that suggested that (a) our results are unlikely to have occurred by chance

and (b) many predictors were correlated (i.e., many predictors were irrelevant for

predicting). An important implication of this last finding is that the signal for fail-

ure seemed to be spread through the program rather than associated with a single

predictor or small set thereof.

In general, all four techniques performed successfully with overall misclassi-

fication rates typically below 2% for all program versions (except for some basic

association-trees models built with poorly-performing parameter settings). The key

differences between the techniques lie in (1) how much data must be collected and

(2) whether the training phase is conducted in a batch or sequential fashion. These

differences make each technique more or less applicable in different scenarios and

contexts.

For example, the random-forests technique requires for the training to be per-
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formed in-house, by using an accurate oracle and capturing all predictors in every

program instance. Therefore, it may not be applicable in cases in which the training

must be performed in the field (e.g., because different configurations must be con-

sidered) but the overhead imposed by the oracle and/or the data collection cannot

be tolerated on fielded instances. However, when overhead is not an issue and an

oracle is available, such as when testing typical systems in-house, this technique may

be preferable to the other three.

The basic association trees algorithm randomly and uniformly instruments

a small percentage of all potential predictors (8% in our study), but still allows

reliable predictive models to be built. Our evaluation suggests that this technique

can be competitive with random forests, while greatly lessening the instrumentation

costs suffered by each instance. The tradeoff is that we may need to observe more

instances than we would when training completely in-house in order to guarantee

coverage of the various predictors (and their combinations). Thus, basic association

trees may be appropriate when overhead is a concern, many program instances can

be instrumented, and some imprecision in the predictions is tolerable.

Although successful, our basic association trees algorithm had several limita-

tions, such as the fact that it requires substantial tuning, requires all data to be col-

lected before starting to build the models, and needs to be rerun from scratch when

the underlying system or its usage change. Our third technique, called adaptive-

sampling association trees, addresses these issues. Our empirical evaluation of this

third technique strongly suggests that this third technique can also be almost as ac-

curate as random forests, while improving on the basic association trees algorithm
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and being much cheaper than both. This approach is especially suitable for scenar-

ios in which data collection overhead is a concern, the number of available instances

is limited, and/or per-instance data collection is expensive or time-consuming. The

limitation of this technique is that it introduces sequential dependences among in-

stances in terms of their instrumentation and execution, which might be problematic

in some situations.

Finally, we investigated a revised weighting scheme for use with adaptive sam-

pling association trees to reduce the runtime burden imposed by our previous tech-

niques. By taking into account the runtime overhead imposed by the measurement

and collection of each predictor. By favoring good predictors with low cost we

developed highly accurate classification models that required just 2% of the run-

time overhead imposed by adaptive sampling association trees. Unfortunately, the

same sequential dependency limitation of adaptive sampling still applies to overhead

weighting adaptive sampling association trees.

In future work, we will continue our investigations in several directions. First,

we will study our techniques in increasingly more realistic situations and on increas-

ingly larger systems. Specifically, we will apply these techniques to modeling faults

in several large, open source systems. We will also extend our investigation beyond

binary classifications to assess whether our techniques can capture behaviors other

than passing and failing (e.g., performance).

Second, we will investigate the application of our technique to continuous

data streams, rather than just static data collected at the end of program runs.

We expect that analyzing such time series data will better allow us to do proactive
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failure detection (i.e., online prediction of impending failure). Similarly, such an

approach should allow for detecting more dynamic phenomena, such as intrusions

and system overloads.

Finally, we intend to explore the analysis of multiple, simultaneous data streams,

as opposed to a single data stream as we do now. In particular, we want to col-

lect distinguished data streams from multiple components in component-based or

service-oriented systems. Our goal would be not only to detect problems, but also

to localize them to specific components.
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Chapter 4

Test Scheduling and Failure Characterization with Incremental

Covering Arrays

4.1 Overview

Today’s software systems are increasingly built from flexible combinations of

components that can be configured in a multitude of different ways. While a high

degree of configurability has many benefits, it can also add combinatorial complexity

to the already difficult testing problem as, in the worst case, the full configuration

space of a system is the exponentially large cross-product of all possible option

settings. Consider, for example, a typical web server; these systems can contain a

number of compile- and run-time options for configuring OS dependent code, the

maximum number of concurrent connections, which commands are enabled, and so

on. Each specific configuration is potentially a unique system, with its own unique

features, flaws, performance profiles and constraints [73].

Since any one of these configurations might be used in the field ,testing pro-

cesses for configurable systems increasingly focus on discovering subtle interaction

failures – failures due to specific combinations of option settings. However, given

the large numbers of configurations, exhaustive testing is infeasible. In practice

software developers usually limit their testing efforts to a relatively small portion
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of the configuration space. Historically, this has been done by testing just a small

set of default or popular configurations, randomly choosing some subset of configu-

rations for testing, or choosing test configurations based on developer intuition and

experience. While all of these methods can find flaws in a software system; they

have drawbacks. First, they cover a limited, perhaps biased, sub-space of configu-

rations. Furthermore, unless the test configurations are updated over time, testing

will continue in already debugged configurations while leaving large sections of the

configuration space untested.

To improve on these methods, researchers have studied configuration sampling

strategies based on computing mathematical objects called covering arrays [24, 28,

49, 73]. This approach generates a test schedule that satisfies specific coverage met-

rics, particularly that of testing all t-way combinations of the configuration options.

Yilmaz et al. [84] expanded this general approach to support fault classifica-

tion of large-scale configurable systems. In that work they used covering arrays to

generate test schedules that were then executed in parallel across a grid of com-

puters. The results were returned to central servers, and observed failures were

automatically classified to help developers find their underlying causes. The overall

process was managed by the Skoll system [61] – a distributed continuous quality

assurance (DCQA) environment that allows for highly parallel execution of QA pro-

cesses. The results suggested that the covering array test schedules produced better

classification models than equivalently-sized random samples and that the process

scaled reasonably well to large configuration spaces.

The work described in this chapter began when we decided to apply Yilmaz et
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al.’s approach within the live software development process of MySQL [64]. MySQL

is a widely-used database system with around 150 configuration options. In our work

we focused on about 25 of those configuration options, each with 2–5 option settings.

Since just this small slice of the configuration space contains over 72,000,000 unique

configurations and since compiling and testing just one MySQL configuration took

an average of about 3 hours, the covering array-based approach seemed appropriate.

Although, we expected the approach to be straightforward, we quickly dis-

covered at least three critical stumbling blocks once we tried to apply it to the live

system. First, covering arrays depend on developer insight to select the key sampling

parameters. In order to reliably classify failures that are caused by t configuration

options, samples must, at a minimum, test all t-way combinations of these options.

This means the tester must know a priori what strength—value of t—to use. If they

set t too large, resources will be wasted or the process may not complete before the

next release. On the other hand, setting t too small, may result in poor classifica-

tion and require the process to be repeated with a higher value of t. Since systems

often have multiple failures with different causes, either—or even both—of these

situations is virtually guaranteed. Our experience with MySQL confirmed this.

Second, a t-way covering array, by design, computes a sparse sample of a con-

figuration space. These samples have the property that they can detect interactions

between any t options. They cannot be relied on, however, to definitively classify

which specific options and settings are actually interacting (because of ambiguities

in the sparse data). As a result, classification techniques can sometimes mistake

coincidental relationships for actual failure causes. In addition, problems involving
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more than t options may be incorrectly classified as can non-deterministic failures.

Incorrect classifications misdirect debugging attempts wasting developer time and

effort. Although not widely discussed in the research literature, a common way to

limit these problems is to run multiple different covering arrays, hoping that the

differences in the specific configurations tested can disambiguate actual from inci-

dental relationships. Therefore as part of this process we found we sometimes need

to choose how many covering arrays to generate at each level of t.

Third, because it is not generally possible to use an arbitrary subset of a t−way

covering array to reliably classify failures caused by fewer than t options, developers

should ideally run the covering array as a unit, waiting until all tests have been run

before attempting to classify failures. This leads to several problems. For example,

it delays results even for easy to classify failures. In some cases, because inter-release

testing time can be unpredictable, the test schedules may not even complete before

the next release, potentially wasting all the testing effort.

In summary, we found that covering array approaches can run more tests than

necessary, can mis-correlate failures with configuration parameters, can duplicate

work, and can delay classification results.

To deal with these limitations we ultimately developed a new approach called

incremental covering array failure classification. The key feature of our redesigned

approach is that it is incremental. It begins by building a low strength covering

array, testing the indicated configurations, doing automatic failure classification, and

providing those results to developers. It then uses incrementally stronger covering

arrays as time and testing resources allow. A central tactic of this approach is
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to lower the overhead of incremental execution by carefully reusing results from

earlier test runs. This, in effect, efficiently increases covering array strength as

far as time and resources allow. We have applied our incremental approach across

a large configuration space (∼ 72M configurations) of the open source database,

MySQL [64], and evaluated it across three consecutive releases, each with varying

characteristics.

Based on initial work presented in Fouché et al. [37], this chapter extends

that work by improving the underlying algorithms, by weakening their operating

assumptions, and by deepening our empirical evaluation. Specifically, we improved

our algorithms by relaxing several constraints present in the previous work. We

have also generalized the algorithms, allowing engineers greater freedom to tailor

the algorithms to their systems. This more general algorithm can thus be applied

across a wider variety of software configuration models and testing environments.

We also extended our empirical evaluation in several ways. First, our previous work

used an imprecise approximation for calculating the accuracy of fault classification.

In this chapter we built evaluation tools that directly compare classification trees

to more accurately evaluate the success of each approach. Additionally, we have

improved the classification evaluation metric to better reflect how the data would

be used for debugging. Classification trees are now evaluated on the configuration

options and settings used instead of on pure lexical matching or tree height. Finally,

we’ve added new and deeper analyses – examining how traditional and incremental

covering arrays perform as the testing process unfolds. That is, we evaluate how

classification accuracy changes as each new configuration is tested as well as at the
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Number Config Result

o1 o2 o3

1. * 0 0 0 FAIL

2. 0 0 1 FAIL

3. 0 0 2 FAIL

4. 0 1 0 PASS

5. * 0 1 1 PASS

6. * 0 1 2 PASS

7. 1 0 0 PASS

8. * 1 0 1 PASS

9. * 1 0 2 PASS

10.* 1 1 0 PASS

11. 1 1 1 PASS

12. 1 1 2 PASS

Table 4.1: An exhaustive schedule

end of the build lifetime.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 briefly re-

views the mathematical tools and process we used; Section 4.3 provides a field study

that motivates our process. Section 4.4 describes the revised covering array

algorithm

Section 4.5 describes our empirical evaluations; Section 4.6 compares our

results to other scheduling policies; and Section 4.7 presents concluding re-

marks and possible directions for future work.
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4.2 Background

In this section we provide some background on our techniques. First, failure

classification is explained. Next, we describe our approach for selecting which con-

figurations to test, i.e. covering arrays. Finally, we present, Skoll, the distributed

quality assurance environment we use to execute failure classification on a large

scale.

4.2.1 Failure classification

Failure classification aims to provide developers with compact and accurate

descriptions of the configuration subspaces in which failures occur. This section

details both the process and how we evaluate its performance. Table 4.1 depicts

the results of exhaustively testing a hypothetical system. This system has three

configuration options (o1, o2, and o3), where the first two options are binary (0,

1) and the third is ternary (0,1,2). There are no constraints among the options, so

there are 12 valid configurations. Each configuration is tested and the test outcome

is indicated as either PASSed or FAILed. To automatically determine the likely

cause of the three observed failures, we feed the test outcome data to a machine

learning technique called classification tree analysis. Classification tree analysis

uses a recursive partitioning approach to build a tree-structured model [83, 15] that

correlates a configuration’s test result (e.g., passing or failing) with the settings of

its options. Each node in the model denotes an option, each edge represents an

option setting, and each leaf represents a test outcome or set of outcomes (if there
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were, for example, different failure types). The classification tree generated for the

sample system is shown in Figure 4.1 and correctly indicates that the failures appear

whenever o1 == 0 and o2 == 0.

o1

o2

0

PASS

1

FAIL PASS

0 1

Figure 4.1: An example classification tree

4.2.2 Covering Arrays

While the model in Figure 4.1 explains the failures in the underlying dataset,

it does so at the cost of performing exhaustive testing. We could, however, have ob-

tained the same model using only a subset of the exhaustive data. For example, the

starred configurations in Table 4.1 make up only one-half of the full configuration

space, but generate the same classification tree model. We selected these starred

configurations because they constitute a 2-way covering array (CA) [24, 25] of the

configuration space; i.e., all pair-wise combinations of configuration option settings

appear in at least one of the starred configurations. More generally, t-way covering

arrays “cover” all possible combinations of option settings between any t options in

the configuration space. Importantly, they do this while also limiting the total num-

ber of configurations tested. The approach takes k configuration options (or factors)

each with vi settings (or values), and produces an N × k array over the values of vi

in the corresponding columns. The resulting covering array CA(N ; t, k, (v1v2...vk))
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has N configurations with the property that every N × t sub-array contains all or-

dered subsets of size t from each of the vi’s at least once. The parameter t, the

covering array strength, corresponds to the number of options whose combinations

of settings must be covered. For instance, if we set t = 2 we would need to cover all

combinations of settings for every pair of options; if we set t = 3 we would need to

cover all possible combinations of settings for every trio of options. The starred con-

figurations in Table 4.1 can be written as a CA(6; 2, 3, (2, 2, 3)) or more compactly

as a CA(6; 2, 2231), a shorthand notation that drops the variable k– it is implicit in

this notation– and that represents the number of times a particular v is repeated as

an exponent.

Covering arrays can have an arbitrarily large number of rows (configurations),

N , but there are a number of algorithms for limiting the size of covering arrays [20,

21, 23, 24, 25, 43, 46, 65, 78]. We construct covering arrays using algorithms devised

by Cohen et al. [27] in this chapter because they support the seeding of test cases

(a requirement for our incremental approach) and because they handle inter-option

dependencies.

Covering arrays have been used in many domains of software testing including

testing system inputs [19, 24, 28, 33], testing configurations [49, 73], testing graphical

user interfaces and databases[22, 82, 87], and for web testing[81].
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4.2.3 Skoll

Skoll (chapter 2) is a process and infrastructure that simplifies executing QA

tasks across a grid of computing resources. It uses a server component to plan

and distribute the QA process. Skoll efficiently leverages computing resources by

dividing global QA processes into multiple subtasks which can then be distributed

to client machines and executed. The results, when returned, are fused together

to complete the overall QA process. Skoll maintains a formal model of the QA

processes’ configuration space that captures configuration options and their settings

as well as constraints (refer to [61] for further details).

In this work, we create covering arrays for a configuration model and then use

Skoll to distribute and test individual configurations. For a given configuration, a

client computer configures and compiles the source code, runs tests, and sends the

results back to the Skoll server. We then store the results in a database which are

then used to build classification trees that isolate observed failures.

4.3 An Initial Field Study

As described earlier, we implemented the failure classification approach of Yil-

maz et al. [84] within the Skoll environment. We then executed the approach as part

of a continuous build, integration and test (CBIT) process for the MySQL database

project, focusing on a partial configuration space of MySQL, with over 72,000,000

unique configurations. While doing this we uncovered several limitations of this

approach, which motivated us to create our incremental covering array approach.
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In the remainder of this section, we describe our experiences and highlight each of

the limitations we observed.

4.3.1 Our MySQL CBIT Process

MySQL is an open-source, multi-threaded, SQL database management system

(DBMS) [64]. Initially released over 10 years ago, it now contains over 2 million

lines of code. It has been downloaded over 10 million times and is available for use

on over 20 platforms. MySQL has a significant number of test cases (including both

installation tests and generic SQL tests), and it enjoys a large developer community

that actively updates and tests the system. In short, MySQL represents the type of

large-scale, highly-configurable system for which covering arrays have been shown

to be an effective technique [84].

Configuration Model. MySQL runs on a myriad of hardware architectures and

operating system combinations and allows extensive customization of functionality.

This is supported through the use of configuration options (over 120 of them). For

example, MySQL can be compiled with support for differing character sets and

differing back-end storage engines. In this chapter, we consider only a partial, but

still significant, subset of MySQL’s configuration options.

Continuous Build, Integration and Test. Our Skoll-based MySQL CBIT pro-

cess configures, builds and integrates a MySQL instance, and then executes a stan-

dard battery of 772 tests against the resulting executables. Multiple configurations

are tested in parallel using a grid of computing resources primarily located at the
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University of Maryland. Because our approach shares CBIT effort across a large grid,

we could test many more system configurations than was possible with MySQL’s

limited in-house testing resources.

4.3.2 Problems Encountered

Our initial implementation of this process computed a traditional covering ar-

ray test schedule whenever new code was checked into the main developer repository.

With this method, we first determined the desired strength of the covering array test

schedule (i.e., t=2,3, etc.) and then ran the schedule generated for this strength.

Once the covering array test schedule was finished, we classified the observed fail-

ures. Applying this approach to the live MySQL development process, however, we

very quickly ran into problems. Specifically, the standard covering array approach

required us to make several problematic decisions/assumptions. Each such decision

forced us to statically fix something that varied in reality; and each such mismatch

implied unnecessary costs and/or reductions in effectiveness. We describe these in

detail below.

Problem #1: Variability of Test Time and Resources. The time needed to

test one MySQL version in one configuration varies depending on the features and

failure rates present in that configuration. Successful test runs on limited feature sets

(which skip some unsupported tests) complete in as little as 45 minutes. Other test

runs, exercising larger feature sets and possibly failing after long timeout periods,

take upwards of 4 hours to execute, with the average being about 3 hours across all
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configurations. Thus, for a given amount of testing time, it was impossible to know

just how many configurations could be tested. This hindered our ability to choose

the largest strength t that would fit into a given period of time.

Second, and more importantly, the time available for testing a given version

release varies considerably. During a six month period, we saw releases that were

current for a few minutes, some for a few days and others for more than a month.

In fact, the total time available for testing a release is not known until the next

source change is committed. As a result, we often selected the wrong value of t and

committed to test schedules that were either too large or too small for a particular

release period. Some typical interrelease times can be seen in the following snippet

taken from MySQL’s change log:

ChangeSet@1.2527, 2007-07-02 17:45:46+02:00 ChangeSet@1.2528,

2007-07-02 17:55:24+02:00 ChangeSet@1.2529, 2007-07-02 18:21:52+02:00

ChangeSet@1.2531, 2007-07-03 18:31:31+02:00 ChangeSet@1.2533, 2007-07-05

13:39:12+02:00

(Note: build 1.2530 & 1.2532 were never made available for external use, and

therefore were excluded from Skoll testing). Here we see three builds submitted

in less than 40 minutes, the next one submitted a day later, and the last submit-

ted almost 2 days after that. Consequently, our use of a rigid test schedule was

inappropriate in this live development environment.

Third, because some of our resources are volunteered or shared, the number

and capacity of test resources could not be known a priori. Again our test planning
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was adversely affected because we never knew how many CPUs would be available

for testing and for how long we could use them.

Given these issues, we needed a more flexible approach that would test the

system as comprehensively as possible given the unknown testing time.

Problem #2: Variability Caused by Non-Deterministic Failures. In our

work with MySQL, we found that a single configuration would sometimes pass

and sometimes fail, despite apparently identical test conditions. I.e., some test

case failures were nondeterministic. This is problematic for a traditional approach

because it only runs a single covering array test schedule at the chosen strength,

and thus cannot reliably detect nondeterministic failures.

Note that classification trees can model nondeterministic failures. For instance,

one classification rule we found for MySQL, after running the same covering array

schedule multiple times, was: Test main.func in always fails if sql mode is ANSI

or sql mode is TRADITIONAL, and passes over 99% of time if sql mode is NULL or

if sql mode is STRICT ALL TABLES). Here, we see that the rule does not perfectly

explain the observed failures. It does, however, give developers a starting point for

further investigation.

Nondeterministic failures can only be detected and analyzed if we make multi-

ple observations of a given configuration (or sub-configuration). Therefore, any new

approach needs to accommodate multiple observations of certain configurations or

sub-configurations.

Problem #3: Variability of Failure Characteristics. Finally, the character-

istics of the underlying failures can change from release to release. For instance, in
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one random sample involving 14 releases, checked in over about 2-3 weeks, we saw

a variety of failures whose root causes involved anywhere from 1 to 5 configuration

options. These patterns and their distributions also changed across releases. For

example, in one release we observed failures caused by 1 to 4 options, distributed

respectively as: 24%, 38%, 34%, and 2% of the total failures. In another release we

documented failures caused by 1,2,3 or 5 options, distributed respectively as follows:

5%, 48%, 45% and 2%. Therefore, it was once again impossible for us to choose, a

priori, the optimal covering array strength for testing.

4.3.3 Problem Analysis

Traditional covering arrays force developers to commit to a particular test

schedule without knowing whether it has the right sampling characteristics and if

they can finish it before the next version arrives. As mentioned earlier, in Section 4.1,

choosing incorrectly can have severe consequences. For example, when a release

has simple failures, but large test schedules are used, then testing will do much

more work than strictly necessary. If the test schedule, however, is too large to

finish before the next version arrives, then failure classification performance may

be negatively affected by only having a partial covering array worth of data. Also,

if failures are complex, but the test schedule is too small, failure classification will

suffer and the process will need to be repeated at a higher strength.

Since the update frequency for specific MySQL versions can vary (sometimes

multiple times a day, sometimes every few days, sometimes every few weeks)the
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Figure 4.2: Lifetime of 50 releases of MySQL

possible testing time per release varies as well. This variance in release lifetime

was a major motivating factor for our approach. To better understand this issue,

we examined historical build data from the MySQL database project. Figure 4.2

depicts the lifetime in hours (on a log10 scale) for 50 consecutive builds of MySQL

5.1 between March 2007 and January 2008. We can see a range of release lifetimes

ranging from less than one hour to a maximum of about 2,000 hours. The differences

in release lifetimes have multiple causes. Sometimes geographically-distributed de-

velopers happen to check in code at nearly identical times. Other times a check-in is
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so obviously flawed that it is pulled quickly. Often the mix of development activities

vary – sometimes developers are more focused on cleaning up existing bugs, while

at other times they are more focused on adding new features (which tend to arrive

at a slower pace). It is clear that we cannot always predict beforehand, what time

frames are available for testing, or what the complexity of failures will be.

The next analysis we performed examined what would happen if we always

chose to run the lowest strength covering array test schedule first. For instance, if we

always select t = 2, then we can increase our test strength if additional time is left.

In this approach, it might seem that we can reuse some of the already tested t-way

test schedule. But in fact, if we use the traditional approach and build a new t + 1

covering array test schedule there is often little to no overlap between the old and

the new test schedules. In fact, for our system we would have had to re-do almost

all of the work from the prior test schedules. Most of the algorithms for building

covering array test schedules make some random decisions in the array construction,

meaning that each time the algorithm is run a different array is generated. Even in

algorithms that use determinism, there is no guarantee that a t + 1-way array will

have any resemblance to a t-way array. Although, one can use certain techniques –

called seeding – to build upon lower strength arrays (and this will be leveraged in

our new approach), this is not the ordinary construction method for covering arrays.

To measure the expected overlap in different strength covering arrays, we

generated 10 covering arrays for MySQL at each strength of 2 ≤ t ≤ 5. We then

compared each of the resulting t-way arrays against all of the t + 1-way arrays to

evaluate differences between consecutive strength covering arrays. This gave us 100
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data points for each increment of t. In the analysis, we computed the number of

configurations shared between the t-way and each of the 10 t + 1-arrays. We found

that there were zero configurations in common between any of the 10 t and t + 1

arrays in this data set. Given that there are over 72, 000, 000 possible configurations

this is not too surprising. It highlights, however, the fact that choosing too low an

initial strength causes redundant work and wasted effort.

Finally, we tried to determine what would happen if we simply chose the

highest strength t we were likely to need and simply ran the computed test schedules

as far as possible towards completion. In this scenario, we would be unlikely to

finish many of our test schedules. As a result classification of t-way failures may

be impossible because the data set is incomplete. However, since, by definition, for

t > 1, a t-way covering array is also a t − 1-way covering array, we might still get

reasonable classification performance in practice. To better understand this issue,

we examined the 10, 3- and 4-way covering arrays to see how quickly t − 1-way

combinations are covered when running a t-way covering array. We found that

we generally needed to run substantially more configurations of the t-way array

to achieve all t − 1-way coverage than we would have needed by just running the

t−1-way array initially. Although the coverage grows quickly there is a long plateau

before full coverage is achieved. For instance with the 3-way arrays we needed to test

58 configurations on the average, to achieve 2-way coverage (versus 22 configurations

for an average 2-way covering array). Running the 4-way arrays, we needed an

average of 46 configurations to complete 100 percent of the 2-way coverage while we

needed an average of 174 configurations to reach 100 percent of the 3-way coverage
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(versus 80 for an average 3-way covering array). The implication is that if we are

unable to complete a large portion of a given test schedule, then we may not be able

to classify even the lower strength failures because our information sample will be

incomplete.

4.4 Proposed Solution

Based on our findings, we believe that the three central limitations of tradi-

tional covering array schedules for failure classification are (1) the lack of guidance

for selecting the initial interaction strength (2) the inability to reuse information

from prior test runs if the initial interaction level proves too low and (3) that non-

deterministic failures can be difficult or impossible to identify and characterize. To

address these issues, we have designed and evaluated an incremental process for cre-

ating and using covering array test schedules. With this new approach, we begin by

testing at the lowest strength (i.e., t=2), and then continue by incrementally testing

at successively higher strengths. To limit total costs, at each stage, we construct the

next higher-strength covering array so that it incorporates, to the largest extent pos-

sible, configurations already run in lower-strength covering arrays. Thus, we need to

run fewer completely new configurations in order to cover the current strength. We

have designed two variants of this process: one that creates a single covering array

at each strength and one that creates multiple covering arrays at each strength (for

handling non-deterministic failures). Developers can choose between the variants

based on available resources or initial results. This process allows classification as
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early as possible, and improves testing efficiency. It also allows us to generate test

schedules in environments with unknown time and hardware resources.

Our key technical conjectures are that we can construct each covering array

using a seed taken from already run lower strength arrays such that its size will

be approximately that of a traditionally built covering array. A seed is a fixed

set of configurations that must be included in the covering array. We construct

covering arrays by adding new configurations to the seed set until all required t-way

interactions appear at least once.

A
22 rows

C
191 rows

B
59 rows

2
3-way

4-way

Figure 4.3: Seeding to create a covering array

4.4.1 The Use of Seeding in CA Construction

A variety of covering array construction techniques use seeds (both partial con-

figurations and complete configurations) [24, 26, 78]. One approach allows for de-

fault or required configurations to be included as part of the testing process [18, 24].

However, these are selected ahead of time based on developer knowledge and are

typically used to force inclusion of a specific, usually small, set of known configura-

tions. Another use of seeds is to reduce the number of required t-way interactions

that need to be covered by a specific algorithm, when constructing a covering array.
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For example, Cohen et al. [26] used seeds with particular structural properties

to build covering arrays that were then smaller than those created with non-seeded

methods. The In Parameter Order (IPO) algorithm [78] uses a construction tech-

nique that explicitly adds new options (horizontal expansion) followed by a vertical

expansion (additional configurations). This use of seeding is for the direct construc-

tion of covering arrays and is not aimed at re-use.

In this section we describe our seeding technique which has a different primary

purpose: incremental construction of high-strength covering arrays. We begin with

a single array at each strength, followed by an approach that allows for multiple

arrays at each strength.

4.4.2 A Single Array at Each Strength

Figure 4.3 illustrates our approach in its simplest form. Using the model in

Table 4.2 (where k = 23, v1..vk = 218334151)), we start with an initial 2-way array

called A, created using traditional techniques. To later create a 3-way array, A+B,

we will use A as a seed and fill in the remaining rows, B. Similarly, we can build a

4-way covering array A+B+C using A+B as a seed.

If our incremental covering arrays are roughly the same size as traditional

ones, then the 2-way array would have about 22 configurations and the 3-way, 80.

We would execute the 2-way array first and then attempt to classify any failures

involving two options. Because we build the 3-way covering array using the previous

2-way array as a seed, we reuse its 22 configurations and add about 58 new ones
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to get the complete 3-way coverage. We would be able to classify all 2-way failures

after only 22 configurations and we could still classify all 3-ways after running only

a total of 80 configurations, i.e., it costs us no more than before to execute the 3-way

array, but we get early classification of the 2-way failures.

A key unanswered question is whether the covering arrays built with seeds

will be comparable in size to the traditionally built ones. Little is currently known,

however, about the size of covering arrays generated by large seeds. We have found

heuristically that we can use a seed of approximately the same size as a t−1 array to

build a t-way array for our problems. Beyond this, however, our solutions degrade.

We use this heuristic in our case study and leave a generalization for future work.

4.4.3 Multiple Arrays at Each Strength

As mentioned earlier, a single covering array does not always provide enough

information to definitively associate a failure with any particular t-way configuration

option interaction. This is because the failure might be caused by: (1) an actual t-

way interaction, (2) a higher-order interaction that is coincidentally being uncovered,

or (3) a non-deterministic failure of the system that merely happens to occur on this

execution. For example, a given 2-way covering array might indicate that activating

option X and option Y simultaneously leads to a failure, but in reality the presence

of options X, Y, T, and R might be required to trigger the failure, and this run just

happens to exercise that configuration. Similarly, two covering arrays of any given

strength may not be sufficient to disambiguate a low-strength, but non-deterministic
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failure from a higher-order failure.

In practice, testers may elect to run more than a single covering array test

schedule at each strength, t, to deal with this situation. Therefore, we have extended

our incremental approach to gather and distribute already tested configurations

across multiple seeds when building multiple covering arrays at higher strengths.

4.4.4 The Incremental Covering Array Algorithm

The pseudocode for our algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. It begins by

allowing users to optionally specify the starting strength (t), the number of arrays

to generate at each strength (number) and the maximum strength that will be built

(max t). Some default values we’ve used are: t = 2, number = 1, and max t = the

number of configuration options.

Next it generates the first t-way array using the traditional approach (Line

4) and then constructs arrays iteratively at higher strengths until it has reached

the maximum strength (Lines 5-11). Each iteration starts by using the first t way

array, CA t1 as a seed to build the first t + 1 array, CA (t + 1)1 (Lines 6-7), e.g.

it always begin by building a single higher strength array. This array is then used

as a resource for seeding the remaining covering arrays at strength t. For each

remaining array at strength t, CA t2..CA ti (for loop: Lines 8-10), we gather all non-

seeded configurations from CA (t− 1)i (Line 8) and some additional configurations

from the higher strength covering array CA (t + 1)1 (Line 9) to create the seed for

CA ti. We have found that a good size for this seed is approximately the size of the
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CA (t − 1)s. This provides as much re-use as possible while still yielding a small

size for the resulting array. We then build CA ti using this seed (Line 10). Finally,

we increment t (Line 11) and repeat the outer loop.

Figure 4.4 depicts an example of this strategy that starts at t = 2 and creates

three arrays at each strength. The matching letters and arrows shows the seeding

relationships. For instance, the 2-way array, A, becomes a seed for the first 3-way

array and the configurations from the first 3-way array labeled as B and C are used

as seeds for the second and third 2-way arrays. We can see that the second and

third 3-way arrays have seeded configurations (E,G,F,H) that are taken from both

the 2-way arrays (E,F) and from the first 4-way array (G,H) - not shown. In the

first iteration, when t = 2 we see a special case. Since there is no t − 1-way array,

the seed set is initially empty (Line 8); in this case, all of the seeded configurations

come from the higher strength array (B and C).

In essence, our algorithm iterates through a process of building a covering

array of strength t+1, using a strength t array as a seed; it then uses configurations

from both previously run t − 1-way arrays and from the newly created t + 1 array

to seed the building of the remaining t-way arrays. Thus, after running some or

all of the t−way covering arrays, a large portion of the initial t + 1-way array has

already been run. At this point, t-way failures can be classified and developers can

begin to fix the underlying faults. If and when the developers so desire, t can be

incremented by 1 and the process can repeat. In this case, a new t + 1-way array

will be constructed using the first t-way array as a seed. Part of that t+1-way array

is combined with the configurations for the t − 1-way arrays and used as seeds to
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generate the rest of the t-way arrays.

1: set t

2: set number

3: set max t

4: generate base t-way array, CA t1

5: while not max t do

6: seed t1 = CA t1

7: generate CA (t + 1)1 from seed t1

8: for i = 2 to number do

9: get seed ti from CA (t + 1)1 and CA (t− 1)i

10: use seed ti to generate CA ti

11: increment t

Algorithm 1: Incremental

4.5 A Case Study

To evaluate our incremental failure classification approach we applied it to

three consecutive releases of MySQL (builds 1.2510 – 1.2512). We also applied the

traditional covering array approach with varying strengths. Our goal was to compare

the costs and benefits of the modified approach with those of the traditional one,

which requires pre-selection of the covering array’s strength, analysis of the resulting

test data only after all tests are completed, and, in some cases, repetition of the

process with a higher strength covering array.
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Figure 4.4: Constructing iterative CAs

4.5.1 Methodology

Our subject program for these studies is the MySQL client and server sys-

tem [64], specifically focusing on 3 later releases of MySQL 5.1 that were not part

of the field study described earlier in Section 4.3. For this study, our configura-

tion space comprises 23 MySQL configuration options (18 binary, 3 with 3 values,

1 with 4 values and 1 with 5 values). There are several constraints on these op-

tions, which give rise to 8 explicit pair-wise combinations that cannot occur in valid

configurations. The resulting test space contains 72,548,352 possible configurations.

Table 4.2 gives more details of our configuration model and its constraints; the

configuration options are split between compile time and run time options. For in-

stance, extra-charsets is a compile time option with three possible values; while

sql-mode is a run time option, also with three possible values.

We tested these configurations using 50 nodes of our Skoll Quality Assurance
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Cluster–each running Red Hat 3.4.4-2 on a 2.8 GHz Pentium 4 with 1GB of memory.

During testing, the configuration model, individual test plans and all results were

stored in the Skoll Cluster Database Server, running MySQL 5.0.27. For these 3

releases (source control revisions: 1.2510, 1.2511, and 1.2512), we tested a total

of 5994 compilable, valid configurations, running 772 developer-supplied regression

tests on each config. Each test is designed to emit an error message in the case of

failure, which we captured as well as recording all other test results. All told, this

testing took 2 machine years to complete and included over 4.6 million individual

test executions.

Covering Arrays. Using the configuration model previously described, we exe-

cuted both the traditional and incremental covering array algorithms. Specifically,

we created 3 incremental covering arrays at each strength t from 2 through 4, and

a single incremental 5-way covering array (which was needed to generate the in-

cremental 4-way arrays). Specifically we computed a CA(N ; t, 218334151) for each

value of t. To evaluate our incremental covering arrays, we also generated three tra-

ditional covering arrays for each value of t from 2 through 4. Since our algorithms

make some random decisions, the sizes of the individual covering arrays can vary

slightly which is shown as a range in table 4.3.

Table 4.3 summarizes the covering array sizes for each value of t, the number of

reused results in the incremental approach, and the total number of configurations

for each covering array approach. Since some of the incremental covering arrays are

generated from seeded rows, the sizes of the resulting arrays vary and are slightly

larger than the fixed t-way arrays. As can be seen, if we use the incremental ap-
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Compile Time Options

Binary Options (Enabled/NULL)

assembler, local-infile, thread-safe-client,archive-storage-engine, big-tables,
blackhole-storage-engine, client-ldflags, csv-storage-engine, example-storage-engine,
fast-mutexes, federated-storage-engine, libedit, mysqld-ldflags, ndbcluster, pic, readline,
config-ssl, zlib-dir

Non-binary Options Values

extra-charsets –with-extra-charsets=all, –with-extra-charsets=complex, NULL
innodb –with-innodb,–without-innodb, NULL

Run Time Options

transaction-isolation READ-UNCOMMITTED, READ-COMMITTED,
REPEATABLE-READ, SERIALIZABLE, NULL

innodb flush log 0,1,2, NULL
sql-mode ANSI,TRADITIONAL, STRICT ALL TABLES

Constraints

innodb –without-innodb
requires: –transaction-isolation=NULL –innodb flush log=NULL

libedit Enabled
cannot occur with –readline=enabled

Table 4.2: MySQL configuration options

proach, starting at 2-way and successively increasing to 4-way for this model, then

we need to run 834 configurations (68, 2-way + 180, 3-way + 586, 4-way). This is

nearly identical to the size of the traditional 4-way covering array which has 832

configurations. It is also considerably more efficient (27%) than sequentially using

the traditional approach starting at t = 2, then running t = 3 and then t = 4.

Under that scenario, we would run 1136 configurations.

CA size per total size size per total size num. incr.
Strength (t) trad. CA (N) of trad. CA incr. CA (N) of incr. CA rows reused

2 22 66 22-23 68 0
3 78-80 238 81-84 180 68
4 271-281 832 272-283 586 248

totals 1136 834 316

Table 4.3: Size of covering arrays for 2 ≤ t ≤ 4.

Process. For each release we use the incremental approach and then two different
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usage scenarios with the traditional approach. For the incremental approach we

start at t = 2, incrementing as we go until we run out of time. For the traditional,

in one scenario we only use a single strength t. This mimics the traditional approach

where we must select a priori which strength t to use. In the other scenario, we run

traditional schedules that begin at a specified t, incrementing to higher strengths as

time allows. This mimics a situation in which developers complete a low strength

test schedule, but find they still have more time available for testing.

For each of the the three usage scenarios, we run two variants. The first

one uses a single array at every given strength. The second uses 3 arrays at ev-

ery strength. The incremental approach is illustrated for the single array case in

Figure 4.3 (on page 136). We run the test schedule in the order that completes

lower-strength covering arrays the fastest. For instance, while running incremental

covering arrays at strength 2 with 3 arrays at each strength we would execute (in

order) array parts : A, B, E, C, and finally F. To increase to strength 3, we would

then begin by running the configurations in part D, even though they were generated

before parts E & F.

We ran all of the possible schedules to completion, but for our analysis we

limited the data to the part of the schedule that could have been run during the

actual lifetime of the release. We compute this by figuring an average cost of 3 hours

to test each configuration, assuming a computing grid containing 50 nodes, and never

interrupting a test execution. Thus, test release 1 (build 1.2510) which was current

for 159 minutes before being replaced by build 1.2511 would only complete 50 test

executions. Test release 2 (build 1.2511), in contrast, was current for almost 2 days,
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allowing for the completion of almost 800 test executions.

Metrics. For each specific build, we use all of test data from both the traditional

and incremental approaches to create classifications models of the observed failures.

The resulting models are used as our oracle since they represent our most complete

explanation of the underlying test case failures. We note that most of our F-measures

(the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall in the classifications) were very

close to 1.0 for this data – meaning that the classifications appear to accurately

predict test outcomes.

Next, for each usage scenario we executed its test schedule and computed

classification trees after each configuration in the schedule completed. This is done

cumulatively; we keep the results of previous configurations within each test sched-

ule. Each configuration ran 772 independent (MySQL developer created) test cases.

After each test configuration,all the existing test results were collated and used to

create 772 new classification trees. Note that approximately 300 of the 772 tests

could not be usefully classified in terms of MySQL’s configuration options. In our

study, this occurs for two reasons. One is that we don’t observe at least one passing

execution and at least one failing execution for a given test. For example, some tests

failed every time they ran. A classification tree for this data, of course, would not

associate the failure with any particular configuration option. The other reason is

that rarely-occurring failures are easily confounded with transient failures and other

problems not related to configuration options. Particularly, classification attempts

on rarely occurring failures led to trees that merely predicted that all configurations

passed with high (e.g. > 99.5%) accuracy. Therefore, we considered only those
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failures that occurred on more than 1% of the test runs.

NULL

ANSI

{STRICT_ALL_TABLES, TRADITIONAL}fail

{TRUE, FALSE}

sql mode

innodb

pass

innodb flush log 
at trx commit

fail pass

{0,1,2}
NULL

innodb flush log 
at trx commit

innodb

fail

sql mode

pass

fail

ANSI

{STRICT_ALL_TABLES, TRADITIONAL}

{TRUE,FALSE}NULL

{0,1,2}

fail pass

sql mode

NULL

ANSI {STRICT_ALL_TABLES, TRADITIONAL}

Figure 4.5: two example classification trees for test “ndb.ndb gis” (configurations:

#256 & #257)

For each test result and associated classification tree, we then compared it to

a corresponding tree produced using the oracle data. During our initial analyses we

considered the two trees to be identical only when their structures matched exactly.

This proved too rigid as we found many examples of semantically equivalent, but

structurally different classification trees. For example, the trees in figure 4.5 are

structurally different, but give the same classifications for all inputs.

To remedy this, we “normalized” the classification trees before comparison.

Specifically, we reduced the two trees into sets of option/settings pairs and consid-

ered the trees to be equivalent if they specified the same configuration options (or

features) with the same settings (values). In other words, when the two trees made
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classification decisions based on the same options and settings, we considered them

to be equivalent. We note that this normalization strategy is imperfect. It may

decide that two trees are not equivalent, when they, in fact, are. However, as these

measurements errors apply equally to all techniques and as normalization is only

used internally for our experimental measurements, we decided it was sufficient.

Figure 4.5 includes an example using two trees for one particular MySQL test

case (ndb.ndb_gis).In this example the trees are structurally dissimilar, but yield

failure classifications that are the same. In fact, after normalization, these trees are

both reduce to the following set of option=settings pairs:

{ (innodb=--with-innodb,--without-innodb),

(innodb=NULL), (innodb_flush_log_at_trx_commit=0,1,2),

(innodb_flush_log_at_trx_commit=NULL), (sql_mode=ANSI),

(sql_mode=STRICT_ALL_TABLES,TRADITIONAL) }

Finally, we compared the aggregated the number of equivalent trees across

each test schedule to compute the percentage concordance with the oracle for each

covering array algorithm. Intuitively, the more agreement between the more com-

prehensive oracle data and that generated by the proposed regime, the better we

consider the proposed regime to be.

Threats to Validity. All experiments suffer from threats to validity. In this

study we have used a single software system, with many native failures, and a large

configuration space. Although MySQL shares many characteristics with other large

configurable systems, the specific failures it experiences may differ in number or
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character. In our experiments we tried to select a broad configuration sample, but

due to the sheer size of the entire configuration space for the software subject, we

were only able to test a small portion of possible configurations. It is possible that

choosing a different configuration space might alter the results. For instance, the

failures that we are currently classifying as 2-way failures may indeed have shown

themselves to be higher order failures if a larger configuration space was chosen. We

do not believe, however, that this will change the results of cost comparison which

are independent of the types of failures seen because we have considered several

different classes of configuration options.

4.5.2 Results

In this section, we evaluate our approach on three releases of MySQL, each of

which has a different lifetime. We begin with release 1.2510 which was current for

only 159 minutes. We then examine release 1.2511 which was current for just under

2 days. Finally, we examine 1.2512 which was current for about 2 weeks.

4.5.2.1 Release 1: Lifetime of 159 Minutes

This release had a short lifetime during which we could test only 50 config-

urations. This was enough time to run 2 complete 2-way arrays, but not enough

to run any complete 3-way arrays. Table 4.4 shows the overall classification data

for this build. Each row represents a different covering array test schedule; rows

are broken up into sections for the oracle, the traditional covering array approach,
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and our incremental approach. The first three columns show information regarding

the complete test schedule; specifically, the strength of the arrays in the schedule

(t), the number of arrays run at each strength (n), and the number of configura-

tions in each schedule. The last three columns present the data stemming from

the execution of the field study; namely, the percentage of the schedule executed

(due to time allotted), the number of classification trees that matched the oracle,

and ,finally, the percentage of the trees that were correctly classified according to

the oracle data. Thus, the first line of data shows that for this study the oracle

contained 3136 configurations, and contained 471 classification trees. The next line

of data is for the traditional approach with strength t = 2 and a single array at each

strength. Where the value for t is a list the strength of the covering array schedule

was increased after the lower strength arrays completed.

As can be seen in Table 4.4, the traditional approach generally performed

worse than the incremental approach for this release. For instance when we ran a

single traditional array of strength t = 3 84% of the resulting classification trees

matched those created by the oracle data. With incremental arrays for t = 2, 3 the

classification trees matched the oracle 94.7% of the time. The traditional approach

that executed both a 2-way and a 3-way array performed even worse, correctly

classifying only 55.2% of the faults. It should be noted that for single (n = 1)

covering arrays with strength t = 2 the incremental approach does better, but this

is an artifact of the data set since both test schedules were generated using the

traditional approach. In general, there isn’t enough data in these test schedules to

classify the MySQL failures well.
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t Num Configs Percent Num Percent
at t scheduled Schedule Correctly Correctly
(n) Completed Classified Classified

Oracle

3136 100% 471 100

Traditional

2 1 22 100% 93 19.7%

3 1 80 63% 397 84.3%

4 1 271 18% 95 20.2%

2 3 66 76% 343 72.8%

2,3 1 100 50% 260 55.2%

Incremental

2 1 22 100% 319 67.7%

2,3 1 81 62% 446 94.7%

2 3 68 74% 438 93.0%

Table 4.4: Classification results for release 1: 159 min. execution time

Figure 4.6 shows the classification results obtained from covering arrays for

strengths t = 2, 3, 4. Here, the classification trees are recomputed each time a

configuration is tested. The horizontal axis represents the number of configurations

tested during the study. The vertical axis denotes the percentage of classifications

that were correct by comparison to the oracle. We see that the incremental approach

never does worse than the traditional and, in this case, seems to do well early (at

test 13). The end of the t = 2 portion each schedule is marked with a filled circle on

the graphs. The remainder of the graph represents data from the incomplete 3-way

covering array schedules.
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t Num Configs Percent Num Percent
at t scheduled Schedule Correctly Correctly
(n) Completed Classified Classified

Oracle

1600 100% 468 100%

Traditional (n=1)

2 1 22 100% 91 19.4%

3 1 80 100% 384 82.1%

4 1 271 100% 465 99.4%

2,3 1 102 100% 389 83.1%

3,4 1 351 100% 467 99.8%

2,3,4 1 373 100% 467 99.8%

Traditional; (n=3)

2 3 66 100% 450 96.2%

3 3 238 100% 466 99.6%

4 3 832 96% 467 99.8%

2,3 3 304 100% 466 99.6%

3,4 3 1070 75% 467 99.8%

2,3,4 3 1136 70% 467 99.8%

Incremental; (n=1)

2 1 22 100% 322 68.8%

2,3 1 81 100% 465 99.4%

2,3,4 1 273 100% 466 99.6%

Incremental; (n=3)

2 3 68 100% 458 97.9%

2,3 3 248 100% 465 99.4%

2,3,4 3 835 96% 464 99.1%

Table 4.5: Classification results for release 2: 1.9 day execution time
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Figure 4.6: Graph comparing percentage of classifications matching the oracle as an

increasing number of test executions are performed for incremental vs. 2,3,4-way

traditional: release 1; 3 arrays at each strength

4.5.2.2 Release 2: Lifetime of 1.9 Days

This release was current for about 2 days, allowing for the testing of about

800 configurations. Thus, most but not all, schedules had enough time to complete.

Table 4.5 presents some of the classification results. Here the poorest performer was

the traditional, single 2-way array. The poor performance occurred because many

3-way failures were misclassified as having 2-way causes. This problem disappeared

when using multiple traditional 2-way arrays and when using one or more 3-way

covering arrays.

The incremental approaches match the oracle about as well as the correspond-

ing traditional schedules, but often required significantly fewer configurations to

complete the test schedule. The cost of the incremental approach – in terms of con-

figurations tested – was equal to running a fixed traditional 4-way array; while the

cost of running the traditional approach “incrementally” was considerably higher
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than the cost of using our incremental approach.

We also note that while running multiple covering arrays at a given strength

does not greatly improve overall classification accuracy in this release, it did pre-

vent misclassifications of a non-deterministic failure (detailed in problem 2 of sec-

tion 4.3.2). In contrast, the single array approaches failed to characterize that

particular failure properly.

Figures 4.7-4.9 show classification accuracy as the test process progresses. In

each graph the incremental approach is represented by a solid line, the traditional

approach by a dotted line, and filled circles mark the completion of a complete

covering array (e.g., while executing a 4-way covering array, the process must at some

point first complete a 2-way and then a 3-way covering array. Overall incremental

covering arrays yielded better results earlier in the process. This may be useful for

giving developers feedback as soon as possible. Additionally, it may be beneficial in

the event that a test schedule is truncated early and classification must be done with

the currently available data. Note that the incremental approach was not always

better than the traditional approach. Specifically, Figure 4.7 shows a short time

period (configs 30-42) where the traditional approach does better than incremental.

4.5.2.3 Release 3: Lifetime of 2 weeks

This release had the longest lifetime; long enough to allow all schedules to run

completely. Some results for this release are shown in Table 4.6. Once again, we see

that the failures are classified poorly when using only a single, lower strength (e.g.,
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Figure 4.7: Graph comparing percentage of classifications matching the oracle as

an increasing number of test executions are performed for incremental vs. 3-way

traditional: release 2; 3 arrays at each strength
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Figure 4.8: Graph comparing percentage of classifications matching the oracle as an

increasing number of test executions are performed for incremental vs. 2,3,4-way

traditional: release 2; 1 array at each strength

t ≤ 3) covering array. Classification accuracy was generally greater than 98% when

using multiple covering arrays at each strength or when using higher strength cover-

ing arrays (e.g., t = 4). Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 show classification accuracies as

the process progressed under different usage scenarios. The incremental approach
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Figure 4.9: Graph comparing percentage of classifications matching the oracle as an

increasing number of test executions are performed for incremental vs. 2,3,4-way

traditional: release 2; 3 arrays at each strength

was generally comparable to the traditional approach at t = 4, but that the incre-

mental approach produced good classifications earlier. For example, in figure 4.11

with the traditional approach, if t is initially chosen too low and the developers

need to increase the covering array strength and continue testing. Meanwhile, the

incremental approach automatically increases strength and converges to the oracle’s

results more quickly – achieving 95% accuracy with only 50 configurations tested ().

The traditional approach completed a 2-way, a 3-way and half of the 4-way (approx.

225 configurations) to get the same level of accuracy. Similar results occurred for

single 4-way covering array as well.

4.6 Related Work

Other techniques have been used to isolate failures in code during debugging.

The cooperative bug isolation project [53], for example, uses code instrumentation
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t Num Configs Num Percent
at t Tested Correctly Correctly
(n) Classified Classified

Oracle

1970 468 100%

Traditional (n=1)

2 1 22 92 19.6%

3 1 80 377 80.6%

4 1 271 465 99.4%

2,3 1 102 378 80.8%

3,4 1 351 463 98.9%

2,3,4 1 373 463 98.9%

Traditional (n=3)

2 3 66 450 96.2%

3 3 238 458 97.9%

4 3 832 467 99.8%

2,3 3 304 459 98.1%

3,4 3 1070 467 99.8%

2,3,4 3 1136 467 99.8%

Incremental (n=1)

2 1 22 323 69.0%

2,3 1 81 466 99.6%

2,3,4 1 273 466 99.6%

Incremental (n=3)

2 3 68 458 97.9%

2,3 3 248 465 99.4%

2,3,4 3 834 465 99.4%

Table 4.6: Classification results for release 3: 2 week execution time
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Figure 4.10: Graph comparing percentage of classifications matching the oracle as

an increasing number of test executions are performed for incremental vs. 4-way

traditional: release 3; 3 arrays at each strength
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Figure 4.11: Graph comparing percentage of classifications matching the oracle as

an increasing number of test executions are performed for incremental vs. 2,3,4-way

traditional: release 3; 1 array at each strength

and statistical sampling to achieve failure characterization, while the delta debug-

ging project isolates minimal subsets of tests that cause failures through successive

elimination of the input space [88]. Neither of these projects address the config-

uration space directly. As mentioned earlier, covering arrays were used for failure
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Figure 4.12: Graph comparing percentage of classifications matching the oracle as

an increasing number of test executions are performed for incremental vs. 2,3,4-way

traditional: release 3; 3 arrays at each strength

classification in [84], however this work assumes a priori knowledge about the types

of failures that will be observed and assumes resources are available to run the

selected strength arrays in their entirety. That work also used another type of cov-

ering array, called a variable strength covering array to support classification. The

test schedules generated from variable strength arrays allow different subportions

of the configuration space to be tested at higher strengths than other parts. The

assignment of strengths to configuration subspaces is still done manually, however,

and does not change during the test process. The work of Robinson and White [74]

selects subsets of configurations for testing, but uses a different sampling technique.

Covering arrays have been used frequently to reduce the number of inputs [24,

28, 33] or configurations [49, 73] when testing a program; however, other than in [84]

their primary purpose has been failure detection, not classification. Construction

techniques for building covering arrays [24, 25, 26, 78] describe seeding of rows of
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the covering array, but for a different purpose than our approach. Seeding has been

used either to allow testers to request a set of default configurations [18, 24] or as

the basis for specialized constructions that generate smaller covering arrays [26].

The work of Tai et al. [78] uses a construction method that builds covering arrays

by expanding the factors (i.e., the columns), but the purpose is to allow for new

factors to be added, not to change the strength.

Our approach is unique in that we use covering arrays for failure classification,

but do not require developer expertise or a priori knowledge in setting covering array

strengths. Instead we employ an initial lightweight sample and then incrementally

build using seeding as a both a construction technique, and as a mechanism to reuse

information from already tested configurations.

4.7 Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter presents an automated algorithm for generating covering array

test schedules that reduces costs and improves flexibility by incrementally construct-

ing and executing covering arrays, and by carefully reusing tests from lower strength

covering arrays to construct higher strength ones.

Our algorithm successfully addresses several serious limitations of current tech-

niques. Specifically, developers must currently select a single strength for the cov-

ering array even though they have no reliable scientific or historical basis for doing

so and even though there may no reason to believe that a single strength is suffi-

cient. In practice, if developers choose too low an initial strength they will need
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to start the process from scratch at a higher strength. If they choose too high a

strength, they waste resources and delay the arrival of lower strength results. Also,

the typical practice of generating a single covering array at a given strength leads

to complications when non-deterministic failures appear.

Our approach, incremental covering arrays, leverages information gained in

previous test executions to generate future test schedules. This allows developers

to choose the lowest practical value for t, 2 by default, because there is minimal

penalty for starting too low. The process can move up to higher strength covering

arrays only if warranted by test results or resource availability. Finally, running

multiple covering arrays at each strength can better support identification of non-

deterministic faults, while simultaneously providing data for higher strength arrays.

We also presented a large case study in which we evaluated this new algorithm

to test a non-trivial open source software system. This case study compared our

new approach to traditional covering arrays across a configuration space of 72M

configurations of MySQL. For each tested configuration we ran nearly 800 test cases.

Despite the limitations of our case study, we tentatively conclude that for this data:

• Classification models based on incremental covering array test schedules were no

worse than those based on traditional covering array test schedules.

• In the worst case, the incremental approach starting at strength 2 and working

up to strength t, was ∼ 5% more expensive than using fixed strength traditional

covering arrays of strength t.

• Compared to using traditional covering arrays incrementally, which typically in-

volves running multiple covering arrays from scratch, our approach required up to
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27% fewer configurations. It did this with no loss of quality.

•Our incremental approach was able classify failures earlier–using fewer test configurations–

than traditional covering arrays. This is valuable because for many evolving systems

undergoing continuous build and test where the lifetime of a particular source revi-

sion is unknown.

Our future work concentrates on validating, as well as refining and generalizing,

the incremental covering array approach. First, we plan to expand our study to

monitor the live MySQL continuous build, integration and test process. We will

examine a broader configuration space than we are currently using and we will

replicate this work on additional large, configurable software systems as well. Second

we plan to examine alternative models for distributing seeds which will allow us to

use differing numbers of covering arrays at each level of t. Finally, we are working

on a method for automatically determining “when” the algorithm should adapt by

moving to higher strength (versus generating more arrays at the current strength).
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